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ljft;iency Main,, which 
controls funding far w ind 
ltsting, threw a monkty wrench 
into wind testing on Peaks 
Island. 
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Peaks Island Fund 
Grants for 2009 
Grants totalled S31, 700 far 
non-profit organizations thi1 
year. 
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Peaks Island School 
in Transition 
Goals (or the uhool were 
txamineJ ajttr the principal and 
two leathm It.ft the Jthoo/ i11Augt,.<t 
for mainland jobs. 
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Aid for Zimbabwe 
Island re.sidmt and pediatric 
mmefoyce Perrr111 spmt three 
weeki rebuilding a pharmacy 
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Budding software mgineer 
Charles Winktlman, 12, shows 




A community newspaper covering the islands of Casco Bay FREE 
Maine Public Utility Commission poised to investigate 
Casco Bay Lines rate increase 
BYKEVINATTRA 
On Wednesday, Sept. 2 
,he Maine Public Utili ri es 
Commission plans to hold 
a technical da<a confrrence 
wtth rcprcscmat1vcs of rhe 
Casco Bay Island Tunsit 
nislrict to dctenn1nt tf a 
formal invcsugauon should be 
initiarcd inco the rate increase 
imr,lemented by Casco Bay Lines 
bst!llay. 
The conference a~ 
reponeLll) unr,recedented in 
the commission's h1ston· of 
respoodJng to complainrs ag.linsr 
the T ran"u District, and is seen 
os a ray of hope by a group of 
Peaks Island residents who ha,·e 
diligently endea\Corcd ro ha\•e 
the ferry s;,rvice invesug:ued for 
alleged iinanetal and operanonal 
mt.smanagcmcnt. 
On March 27 the District 
peritioned for a rate jocrease lo 
recover lo,t revenue caused hr 
low seasonal ndership in 2008 
and 2009 and io r=edy "serious 
cash now problems due to paS1 
operntingdcfims". 
On Ar,nl 24 a cnizen's r,ctition 
bearing 282 signan1res was filed 
by Peaks Island residents Sid and 
Jane Gerard. Hnward Pedlikin 
and orhers calling for the PUC 
to ottkC:'an inve·imgatlon imo 
Sid Gerard was aware of irregularities in the CBITD's financial 
reports last f.ill and listed them in open letters 10 the public that he 
handed out one October morning last year. 
management and bookkeeping 
pracriccs ar rhe Ba)r Li nes rha, 
may have led to inefficient 
operarions, inaccurate records 
:and statcmcnrs . a nd t he 
misrepresentation of profit and 
loss", according to Mr. Pcdlikin. 
lt concluded by srat10g that the 
fl/, photo 
Bay l,ines is a legal monopoly 
controlling access to people's 
homes and livelihoods and that 
the rate increase therefore has 
a significant impact on 1he1e 
abilities tO live on the island 
Ben Smith, chc PUG anorney 
handling the case, subsequemly 
asked the Transit D isuict to 
explain in detail us decision to 
increase t icker prices in 1\lay, 
which it answered with an 86-
page document signed by rhen-
G cncral Manager Cacherine 
Debo. 
After rev1cw1ng this 
document. ,he PUC sent anorher 
"reques1 for d3ta" on July 30 
whh further questions and 
temau,·dy scheduled a technical 
daia conference for Aug. 19. The 
Transn District then asked for 
:to excension and the t·onfrrencc 
was moved to September. 
According to Jane Gerard, her 
hu~b~lnd wrott: three letter!) to 
Governor John Baldacci m April 
askmg for help. The gO\·ernor's 
office apparently bounced the 
letters to the Public Advocace's 
office, at which pmm Deputy 
Public . \dvoca1c William Black 
go, in,·olvcd. 
I le adnscd the group m make 
rebuctals ro the responses 1rn1de 
by the Transit District, which 
the,· did. "All the letters have 
als~ been edited by Bill Bl,ck," 
wrote Ms. Gerard m :rn em.ail. 
"He's a tough taskmaster. This is 
his JOb and, as he told us, if this 
goc-s to an mvesugarion he will 
be impartial and may1 at times, 
be at odds with us." 
The rebuttals essentially 
p/ea,e .. eeCBITD,pa9e3 
Peaks Island Council debates its future 
BYKEVINATTRA 
In view of light interest by the 
community and few candidates for 
November, the Peaks Island Council 
debated whether it should reduce its 
number and took a critical look at 
what it could realistically accomplish 
in the future during its monthly 
wotkshop \,Vednesday, Aug. 12. 
two 3-year seats; therefore all 
the available positions will be 
fi lled in uncontested elections, 
in contrast to the inaugural 
election in November 2007 
wh en 14 people vied fo r 
positions (recalled uncertainly 
as 16 during the Aug. 12 
meeting). 
The apathy of the community 
• seemed glaring during the 
, _,....,_ workshop a nd the counci l 
~ considered reducing its number 
Jnitially five councilors were 
present for the hour-and-a-half 
meeting unt il Councilor Tom 
Bohan and C ity Councilor 1-------------1 Kevin Donoghue ,;,,.i\'ed around 
REGULAR 7 p.m., though Donoghue had 
- 1 from seven to five. It was later 
decided that there wasn't 
enough time before elections 
this year, but the debate might 
be revived afterwards. 
FEATURES toleave40minuteslatertoc-atch 
the 7:45 p.m. boat back to town. 
Letters 
YOGA 
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,_ __________ _, 
He wanted to reaffirm to the 
PIC that t he joint session in 
July had been producri"e a nd 
enjoyable, and also wanted to 
ask that he be included more in 
t he dec ision-making process 
of the council, saying that 
he is sometimes frustrated at 
meetings because the council 
only reports on wbat has already 
been decided in committee. 
Chair Mike Richards led the 
PIC through a list of issues in 
order to set goals for next year, 
ranking them by priority · I the 
highest and 3 the lowest (trivial 
matters, like dean-up of the 
Chair Mike Richards (center) began the meeting on Aug. 12 with no 
one in the audience and only four other councilors attending. 
st•Jf photo 
down front area, were gi"en a 
99 and scratched from the l ist 
altogether). 
Bur the greatest part of the 
meeting was spent on debating 
the future of the council itsdfin 
light of the recent resignations 
of two of its members and the 
f.tct that, at the time, no one had 
yet taken out papers to run for a 
seat on the PIC in November. 
Councilor Bohan confirmed 
that he wou ld not seek re-
election but would opt to 
complete the last year of one 
of the terms being vacated by 
councilors Mike Langella and 
Bob Hurley. 
By the Aug. 25 deadline, 
S uellen Roberts had also 
taken out papers to fill the 
oth er vacated 1-ycar term, 
and Margery Phyfe and Ruth 
Heller had signed on for the 
"Are we reactiv~ o r 
proactive?" asked Councilor 
Lynne Richard, interpreting 
perceptions some members of 
the community have expressed 
to her. 
Councilor Langella said the 
PIC needed to have access to 
and control of money in order 
to have any real authority 
in decision- mak ing. As an 
example, he said improving 
emergency response meant 
increasing the number of 
persons on duty which was a 
budgetary decision the PIC 
plea;,e1,ee PIC, pa9• B 
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On the cover: 
ECosill 
BYKEVINATTRA 
Peaks Island fisherman Rick Callow 
bought a 30-con nawlcr in 2007, 
renaming her E Cosi If (pronounced 
eh ko Zl), and happened to bring her 
home the day the Patriot's Dar storm 
hit, riding across the harbor in some of 
the fiercest weather in decades. ''She 
did fine," was all he said. After all, e rosi 
means, "That's rhe way it is,,. 
With his wife, Nancy Stanhope, who 
is also the president of their family-
owned business (he's the captain), he 
has several enterprises going with the 
boat: dragging for scallops, runn ing a 
lobster smack operation for Cliff Island 
and servicing moorings in and around 
Portland Harbor and the bay. 
Christened Sandpiper in 1966 at the 
Montauk, Long Island shipyard where 
she was built, the F, Co,i If is one of 
Portland's oldest scallop draggers. She 
was converted for g ill-netting in the 
I ?90s br her last owner, Reggie Lamb, 
who ran the R & S Seafood Company 
on CLL~rom House Wharf. He renamed 
her Ttrri & Ivrih in honor of two race 
horses. 
Rick was already familiar with the 
vessel. "I used co work the boat for 
five years before we bought it. J used to 
run it;' he said. He had her refined and 
converted back to a scallop dragger 
when he bought her two years ago. 
She is a single-screw vessel powered 
bj' a 350 horsepower diesel engine, 
"but it's geared way down so rou can 
swing a huge propeller," he said, a 
three-bladed wheel 3-feet across, 
which essentially makes the E Cosi II a 
small rug boat. 
He recent!)' tried to pull a massive 
boat off the beach on Peaks Island, 
but could onli• move it a foot; 
however, when the owner brought 
in professional towing equipment, it 
didn' t mo,·e at all. 
Rick has been a scallop dragger 
for 30 years. Strong and wiry with a 
quick wit and ready smile, he is also a 
certified welder, accomplished engine 
mechanic and essential man to have 
aboard when you're out ac sea. "Tf 
something breaks," he said, "instead of 
going home I fix it out there." 
The E Cosi II came with a permit to 
fish in federal waters when Rick bought 
it, so for a short while he worked the 
scallop beds off Georges Bank and 
Nantucket T .ightship with Nancy, the 
"mother shucker" and drag operator, 
along with an occasional hand, John 
(iolembiewski 
But on July 1, 2007 the National 
J\larine Fishery Sen·icc pulled the 
permit because the boat d idn't have 
a continuous record of landings 
(reported catches) going back five 
rears, which is a condition of the 
license. It will cost $180,000 ro get it 
back, Rick said. 
What galls him now is that the 
fishery service just opened up areas 
chat were previously closed because 
they found out the scallop populations 
had recovered much faster than 
expected. "They took all those permits 
away for nothing;' he said. 
When J\lr. Lamb converced her for 
ABOVE: A full haul off Cape Cod when he still had the federal permit, "Here we go! 
We got scallops niott than rocks. Thar's good." RIGHT: At Mam land Marine, Doug 
Mayo's shipyard ou Commercial, the m:1ssive crawler dwarfs her new owner. 
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O,pynght Q 2,004, Ar Rights Reierveo 
gil I netting, "they 
cook the nets off the 
ga llows frame and 
the steel off, and the)' 
added concrete," 
explained Rick. The 
concrete served as a 
counterweight to the 
huge wench that pulls 
in the nets. 
But as a scallop 
dragger, it only slows 
her down. "h's a 
ru ined boat right 
now," he said. "1 ~m 
tak ing the concrete 
back out of it. I cook 
out 3,000 pounds, I 
got 6,000 left." 
Gill-ne t ting is 
a non-selective 
r.rawling method that 
u.~s a \v-ide, vertically-held net to catch 
anything 10 its path and environmental 
groups protest against them for the 
collateral damage they cause to fish 
and seabeds. 
Scallop dragging, hO\\'Cver, is 
selective and much less destructive. 
The drag is a small 10-foot square steel 
mesh laid open horizontally and only 
captures what lies on the bottom and 
lets the ~wimmcrs go free. "You go on 
hard bottoin;' he said, 'fyou get one 
cype of fish; you go on soft bottom, 
you get another." 
He said he cows his drag at night, in 
winter through ice (the scallop season 
is in two 70-da)' periods in December 
and March) and in 15 minutes the 
drag is full. With two hauls he's done, 
bringing home around 1,200 pounds 
of scallops, shucked and crated in a 
huge tank called an exacter. "\X'e got 
the boat buried in scallops," he said. 
"Buried, buried." 
Lately he rook over the Three Sons 
wholesale lobster smack business on 
Cliff Island after the owner retired 
last year. "He gave it to us," said Rick. 
"We're a wholesale dealer now. And 
we're licensed. The people that were 
rhere before love us." 
He is also servicing moorings m and 
around Portland and South Portland, 
using the drag machinery to bring them 
up onto the boat, "\\'ash them off wirh 
a hose and see what chc)' need. 
"Commg our of the mud," he said, 
"1 can pull 6,000 pounds up and put it 
on my deck, I'm quite sure. I can weld. 
I can put stuff back together. We can 
make it perfect." To contact him for 
any of his services, call 766-0001. 
September 2009 
CBITD.fr"mpa9ei 
stressed che issues first u ised by che 
April petirioo, according to l\!r. Pedlikin. 
"We are concerned that the records 
being presented to the board 2nd owners 
misrepresent jncome and expenditures, 
thus neg.iring the need for rate increases." 
He added char che Bay Lines' Rate and 
Schedule Subcommittee had promised 
chat the new rates would be family- and 
island business-friendly. "These changes 
do not meet that critena," he sa.td. 
Among chc information requested by the 
PUC were financial records, management 
protocols and cos1 accounttng mechods. In 
his June 11 r«1uest for data ro chc CBJTD, 
attorney Smirh wrote. 0 There was an 8.15 
percenc incre>se in payroll expense in 2008 
from 2007 and a sunilar increase between 
2004 and 2005 while in o rher ye>rs the 
mcrcasew·as around 2 percent to 3 pactnc. 
Please explain the reasons oc juscificatfons 
for these increases during these periods 
and whe,her such an increase typically 
occurs every three years." 
He also cited apparent contudictioos 
m the Bay Lines response, for instance 
asking whi• che Bay Lines budgeted a 32 
percent increase in telephone costs whi1e 
saying it had msulled a new phone system 
[O save money, and questioned another 
line icem titled "Credit Card' cbat had 
increased greatly smce 2004 despite a new 
conrracc , ha, the District claimed it had 
signed wb.ich reduced this <-xpcndirure. 
Ms. Gerard was particularly incensed 
over discrepancies in the Bay Lloes tours 
and charter~. ucasco Bay Lmes has always 
refmi;ed ro give us the costs of running 
those boats," she said, "so how can they 
say they make money? Don't rell me you're 
Wind testing update 
BYKEVINATTRA 
Sam Saltonstall. the PEAT member who 
has spearheaded the study of wind power 
on Peaks Island, held a meeting J uly 26 a1 
the Mac Vane Center to bring people up 10 
dace on rhe proposed wind testing project. 
I le wanted to provide information "to all 
the summer people who were going to 
come," he said jokingly, since only two 
showed up. 
At the t ime he was waiting for the 
Ponbnd City Councd to creace a formal 
procedure for granting zoning variances 
allowi ng wind-test cowers in the city, 
which it d id in a unanimous vore a r its 
regular meeti ng Aug. 3. But almost 
immediately, the new ordinance faced a 
catch .22 over 2 mandatory performance 
guarantee required in the application 
process. 
A performance guarancee is a crpe of 
bond put up by the installer of the test 
rower - expected to have been Unicy 
College in chis case • to insure that che 
rower is removed and chc sue re$rored 
after ,e.sis are completed. 
According to SaltonStall, Efficiency 
~laine which, under the Mame Public 
Urilioes Commission administers federal 
stimulus money for alternative energy 
projects, had funds for six wind testing 
towers. In a surprise decision, it gave n 
ill exclusively to the Uni,•ersiry of \laine 
at Orono in mid-August, effectively 
throwing Unity College out of che picture. 
t\s a result, Saltonstall musr essencially 
srarr over with the University o f Maine, 
which has yet to make appl ica11ons 
available. Bue ai issue is the school's 
requirement that a petmJt to install a 
test tower mus1 be in place before 1t 
will consider any application for one, 
whieh conflicts wirh the new city zoning 
ordinance requiring applicants to have 
a commitment from the contractor 
(essentially the performance guarantee) 
before ir will grant a variance. Hence the 
project is stalled. 
ISIANDTIMES PAGE3 
making $20,000 on the Bailey Island 
cruise if you can't show me what itcosra.'• 
In July the Gerards discovered the 
hard way that freight costs had gone up 
when ,hey shipped a refrigerator to Peaks 
Island that cost twice what they'd paid 
before, leadi ng ,hem ro investigate an 
unannounced rate ad1ustmcnt in April. 
Mr. Geranl le>roed that the District had 
not noafied che utility commission about 
that change because it was theorerically 
revenue-neutral, which meant chere wou.ld 
be no net gain in revenue to die ferry line~ 
however. the price for many freight items 
went up sigruficantly. When the global race 
increase announced U1 ~larch rook effect 
in May, frcighc costs were compounded to 
8.2 percent above the previous race. 
Three weeks ago the PUC scm a second 
sea- of quesrions ro the Disuict asking. 
among other chmgs, for an explanation 
of unannounced rate cha nge and 
a rranging a dace for the technica l data 
conference. According to Ms. Gerard, 
the commission's attorney may have 
sidescepped protocol in-doing ,his becau.,c 
the PUC usually calls for an investigation 
first and then holds a tech nical data 
hearing. 
"[Assi. Public Advocate) :.tr. Black is 
hopeful , hat the PL.:C will see the merits 
of our petit.ion and pursue an mvcstigation 
including a public bearing," she wrote 
in an email. .. We remain caut iously 
optimistic." 
The technical hcanog is planned 
for Wednesday, Sept. 2 at 9 a.m. in the 
Comnu.ssion hearing room, 242 Sc::ue St, 
Augusta. It is open to the public. for more 
mformation: 11JWW.mai11e.gov/n,p11c/. 
Salconstall thinks the City will find a way 
nround ,he stalemate within the mooch. 
"The city sr1tff have gone om of their way 
10 help us," be said. 
Unity College may no, be entirely out 
of the picture either. He said the isbnd 
has to acquire funds for ma in renance 
coses and liability insurance any way, and 
chat funding the performance bond even 
without the federa I stimulus money from 
Efficiency Maine is possible from other 
sources~ "cyen bank loans. 
HI don't chink ic's rocket science." he 
uid. 
The proposed rest tower will stand 
app,ox.imately 112 feet high, occupying a 
60-square foot area in an isolaced location 
in Trott-Littlejohn Park, and may be 
enclosed with a fence. I le said. "It should 
be easy co pbce the tower wirhou, being 
anywhere near the traiJs!' \Vind speed, 
direction and air temperature will be 
collected in a small data-loggu,g device, 
which can operate for one year on rwo 
D-cell bactcnes, he saKI. 
Io an em:ul to rhc paper, one resident 
said the effect on adjacem property values 
should be included in any srudy of wind 
power on the island. "Such negarives of 
course rrta)' be nil," he wrote, 0 but whether 
they are or not, 1be promoters - if rhey seek 
PIC's or the City's appro,al for a zoning 
change ~ ha,·e an obligation to make a 
sratemenr in rhis regard before-, not after, 
the fuct!' 
'fhe idea of harnessing wind energy on 
the island has nor gone without criticism. 
Some people worry abour rhe visual impact 
they wiU ha,•c. In response co questions 
about noise, Saltonstall desc,ibed a small 
turbine he'd visited recently in Medford, 
Massachusens. HThe blades were mo\-,ng 
very fast and I couldn't hear anrthmg. 
"One thing chai ha, not bc't'n d1SCussed 
to dare.'' he said, "is what to do with 
any surplus energy generated by a wind 
turbrnc. 
"\'rhat docs a non-profit do with 
profit?" He suggested donacing i1 to 
other non-profits on the island or using 
it for energy assistance to sub!i-idize home 






to Casco Bay Lines 
Monday through Friday 
All in-store purchases must be made 
by 12-noon for delivery to the ferryt~·: 
• Your groceries will be carefully packed in banana 
boxes and/or cooler bags for ferry transport, and 
labeled with contact information for safe arrival. 
• Everything in our store is available for delivery. 
• Ask us about our personal shopping service. 
• Please inquire regarding seasonal delivery 
service to Cushing Island and select marinas. 
*After delivery to Casco Bay Lines, Whole Foods 
Market is not responsible for your purchase. 
Questions? 
Contact our Provisions Supervisor, 
Brad Richman at 207-774-771 l 
E-mail : naptlprovisions@wholefoods.com 
Or, stop by our Customer Service Desk 
and one of our Team Members will 
be happy to assist you. 
Just minutes from the ferry! 
Open Daily, 8 am-10 pm 
2 Somerset Street• Portland, Maine 
207-774-7711 
www.wholefoodsmarket.com 





Notes from an 
American in Paris 
BY EILEEN HANLEY 
Eileen Hanley at chc Eiffel Tower. 
photo by KR.scy Augustit1c 
After spend ing a )'Car in France, I 
wasn't quite read)· to let it end; neither 
was my French host family. My host 
parents, brother and three siste rs had 
Linesfrom 
Casco Bay Lines 
BY C HRIS HOPPIN 
T he Casco Bay Island Tr ansit 
Disu:ict is baving a very busy summer. 
Out full-time year-round and seasonal 
employees arc proud of their work, as 
they prlwide safe, rd iable service to the 
six islands of Casco Bay. 
Happily, that service now costs le_~s 
since the first of September when 
CBlT D rolled back the 50 cent per 
ticket surcharge that had been in 
effect since May ·1, 2008. However, 
the District is su ll looking for more 
revenue sources and cost-cutting 
actions for its $5 mill ion annual 
operating budget. 
ISIANDTJMES September 2009 
Mariejumpingofftbedock. 
become like my true rclat i,•es, and I 
wamed to share with them my culture 
as rhey had shared theirs with me. Two 
of my host sisters, Emil ie and .Mane 
Boisricr, gor a big su,·prise for their 
Christmas present a month and a 
half trip to Peaks Tsland, lvlaine. Since 
rhey'vc been here, we've done all we 
can to introduce and adapt them to 
the Ame rican lifestyle. Now, as we 
approach the end of thei r vacation 
here, we're going to take a <JWCk look at 
what they've experienced. 
At your Jir111i1nt i11 1hr USA, /,ow ,lo.re 
,vaJ ii lo u·hat JOJ/d imO§ntd ii wr,11/d bt? 
Mo,i.t om/ Emilie: h was nor at aU what 
we'd imagined; Amencan life is so 
The timing of monthly newspaper 
deadlines and CBTT D committee 
meetings prohibited a re port of 
July 2009 financial results in th is 
column; however, the information 
wi II be available on the District's web 
sit.e,www.cascobaylines.com, after the 
board meeting Thnrsday, Aug. 27. 
At the August meeting of the Rate 
Structure Commitree we d iscussed 
the need to find a better ticke ting 
system that would help aU passengers, 
especially rear-round islanders. Among 
the considerations were tear-off card/ 
paper round-trips, punch cards and 
elecuoruc passes with magnetic strips. 
Some special quantity discounts and 
improved prices for monthlr and 
annual passes were explored. However, 
we need to balance any changes that 
reduce ticket, freight and vehicle prices 
different from r rench life. There were 
a lot of d ifferences we weren't ready 
for. 
ll!'h111 Wtf't !he biggtst sltoc/eJ .JOII h11d ill 
diJm•mi,g 1/xJt di.ffem,m? 
The biggest difference is meal rimes. 
We almost never eat together at 
lunch and dinner, whereas in Prance 
we eat every meal toge ther as a 
fami ly every day. Here, e,·eryone 
son of does their own thing 10 eat. 
Has ii btm hatrl 10 odjmt? 
At first u was weird, bu t after 
a few days we got used co it. It 
was a lso difficult because of the 
lang uage barrier. The ha rdest 
was not berng able to understand 
E nglish very well, and also the very 
different food. 
W'l.wt do )'J/1 n1w most abo11t Fro11a ? 
Marie. 1 really miss my boyfriend, 
Alban. E,nilie: l really miss my cat, 
Moustache. Boin-. But we also rcallr 
miss eating together as a fami ly, 
dowg and ralkmg about daily c,·cnrs 
together, and ha\'ing long family 
discussions. We also really miss rhe 
food; in France we cat meat and 
,•cgerobles at every meal. Herc we 
sort o f just (akc what we want to cat. 
1/~hot are the bes/ things oboul tht 
Umttd States? 
also be a lot more independent and do 
a lot of things we can't do in France. 
Also, all the Americans we've met are 
really nice. 
p/ea..t,e1,ee PARIS, next page 
Clothes and food arc a lot cheaper, Camille Hanley, Emilje, Marie, and Eileen in 
and we love shopping here. We can front ofFenway Park, Boston 
on one hand with revenue from other 
sources. 
For passenger tickets, staff members 
are discussing several options wirh an 
outside tickeung company. Several 
committee members suspect rhat rhc 
Dm rict is losing as much as $75,000 
each year from passengers who return 
to the mainland for free after taking 
a water taxi or private boat to rhci r 
island. Although that lost revenue may 
encourage the establishment of two-
way ticketing once again, everyone is 
sensitive to the cost and conven ience 
of such a pol icy. 
Most transit systems th roughout 
the countr a lso own park ing garages 
to offset their overall costs. Revenues 
from day parking and monthly parking 
programs provide revenue that helps 
to keep t icker prices down in other 
transit sysrems. Since Casco Bay T.ines 
does not own an)' park ing faci lities, 
rhe CBITD has discussed what might 
be do_oe in the future 10 improve th is 
situaaon. 
O ne concept fo r a new i nter-
modal transit fac ility has received 
considerable attent ion, which cou ld 
include a new terminal for the ferries 
(with the added benefit of simplified 
freight handling) and connect co bus 
systems, taxis, shared remal cars and 
other transit operations. 
Look ing ahead to the future, those 
transit options might mclude a rrolley 
or train that runs east and west 0 11 
Commercial Street and could connect 
to the train and bus terminal near outer 
Congress Street. Other considerations 
include a permanent home for t he 
Portland Harbor Museum and other 
p/eaM/ 1>ee LJNE:S. next page 
Bill says hi 
Giant waves created by the storm surge from hurric.ane Bill on Sunday, Aug. 23 
drew large crowds who watched them crash dramatically ajlainst the rocks on the 
back shore, as mesmerizin~ as a fireworks display. Loc.il painter Peter Stackhouse 
$aid he hadn't seen waves hke that since he'd been to Maui. '1Tbere were some 15# 
footers th2t came in clean/' be said. '1: mean, dean!" 
photo by Nina Schmir 
• 
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WbaJ ,m the ,wrr/ lhi1,gsyo11'v,fo1md abo111 
livingbm? 
Everyone wakes up really early, and 
since the house is smaller rhan ours 
in France, it gets loud a lot faster and 
wakes us up when we want to sleep 
!are. Also, we'-ve spent a lot of time 
to ourselves because everyone in the 
Han ley fam il)' works and we don't 
know a lot of people and don'r speak 
,he language. 
What platts have yo11 viJiled sintt you've 
beenberr? 
We've been to Po rtland Headlight, 
Boston, Old O rc hard Beach, 
Scarborough Beach, and New York 
City. 
Of these places, i,,/Jid, bas been your favorite 
011d u.-1?)·? 
New York! Irs "the" city to go ro, and 
tt's known all over the world. Rig, busy, 
and lots of shopping! 
Has yo11r Eng.fish improved smce bttng 
bert? 
Yes, a little; we understand a lot more, 
but it's sti II hard to speak. 
IY'i/1 ii be #range lo go back to )'Our l&'e i11 
Fro"'e afur experiencing thiJ lifutylt? 
Not really, it'll be pretty easy to slip 
back into the French lifestyle. But we're 
not looking forward to going back to 
school! 
ll?i/l)'()u et'trcome batk to /lmerira? 
Yes, we'd love to, when we get a 
chance. We'd like to cra,·el around 
some more and go somewhere in the 
Sunbelt, where it's hot, like Florida or 
California. 
Though my trip to France was longer 
than theirs has been to the U.S., we 
experienced a lot of the same things, oo 
different scales: alienation and feeling 
completely lost, immense confusion at 
the language barrier, frustration of not 
being able to communicate our exact 
thoughts and the difficulty of being 
away from our families, 
What's d ifferent is that I was all 
alone, whereas Emilie and Marie are 
lucky enough to have each o ther to 
confide in when things get tough. Tt's 
been a great experience for all of us 
- they understand now what J went 
through, and I understand what it's like 
tO see the United States wirh foreign 
eyes, Ir will be hard to see them leave, 
bur we will sec each other again and 
I'm looking forward to continuing my 
life here in J\ mcrica. 
Emilie, Eileen, and Marie at Portland 
He11dligbt. 
all plJ<>to, provided by Eilw, Ha11ley 
LlNE:S,frompreviou,.pa9e Moreau of t he l\laioe Department 
local attractions, including retail shops of Traosportarion. Other personnel 
andrestauraocs. include community members Steve 
J\ parkmggarage would be a natural Schuitt of Peaks Island and t\lary 
part of that faci lity with the added Mei\ lcney of Long Island, plus two 
bencfitofprovidingadditionalrevenue Bay Lines employees: Senior Captain 
Gene Willard and Finance Director 
to rhe CRITD to help reduce ticket Barbara Sawtelle. 
prices. Reduced parking prices for 
ferr)' riders could be another option if The committee met in August to 
rhe Casco Bay Island Transit Distract slightly revise the General Manager's 
operated both che ferr)' line and ics job description and to establish a 
calendar for ics work over the next own pa[kinggarage. 
Volunteers work out 
kinks in recycling 
BYKEVINATTRA 
Mary Anne Mitchell, who designed 
and implemented the recycl ing 
sys tem on Peaks Island using six 
barrels s trategically placed around 
the island, said the program got off 
to a rocky start. "There were a lot of 
problems with garbage," nor only for 
Yoluntcers emptying the barrels but 
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also apparently for workers at the 
redemption center who complained 
about the amount of trash in che bags. 
"Bottom line: wear gloves, do a 
quick sort for excess trash, be prepared 
tO double bag, and watch our for 
mammoth slugs!" was tbe advice in a 
memo to PEJ\ T members in July. 
The intention of tbe program 
was to help fund local non-profit 
organizations by letting them take 
rurns redeeming the bottles and cans 
and keep whatever cash it generated. 
.\1embers of PEJ\ T, rhc Community 
Garden and the Children's Workshop 
have all had turns, but she said the 
system would need improvement 
before any of the organizations make 
any real money. 
The drill now is 10 
collect the recyclables 
before the contamers 
get full, put them 
in plastic bags, and 
eventuallygerrhcmoff 
island to the East End 
Redempt ion Center 
at 174 Washington 
Avenue, 
It was the American 
Legion's ruro 
most recently and 
Lisa Lynch and 
E llen Huston were 
collecting for t he 
Legion's scholarship 
fund. Mary J\nnc said 
they seem to stand the 
best chance of making 
money because 
they made s ure all 
the drums were 
marked, "Cans and 
Bottles Only", Soon 
afterward, the garbage 
problem dissipated. 
The CBITD board also appointed few months. le plans to announce 
a Search Committee to seek a new rhe search, recru it and idemify 
G I 'f qualified candidates, and present Nancy Nash wrapped her barrel with found rope to 
enera ,,. anager, chaired by Matt recommendations to the board later represent recycling, but its generous opening and highly 
It's going to be 
easier now that they 
are clearly marked," 
Mary Anne said. 
"The biggesc problem 
is nobody works on 
Saturday and Sunday. 
That's the busiesc time 
on the island." She 
said the bottles and 
cans pile up fasc during 
the weekend and plans 
to talk with the PIC 
about coverage during 
Hoffner with board President Donna prominent location made it the most abused of the six 
R k b d this )'Car. oc ·ett, oar members Scott containers until a sign wuhungaround the lid spelling out 
Johnston and Chris Hoppin, md Sue cans and bottles onfy. 
,---- ------------------------------------..;pl1otoby]amitHoga11 
For Every Day & Every Occa~·ion 
Simply Elegant or Elegantly Sitnple! 
So,nething for every taste & every b11dget 
COME SEE PORTLAND'S ONLY FULL SERVICE FISH MARKET 
Every fillet is custom c11t, pin boned, fully trimmed and ready to prepare. 
Portland's Largest Wine selection 
We Buy Local 
Fresh Local Harvested Fish: Cod, Haddock, Flounder, Mussels, Oysters & More 
Fresh Local Produce, Local Cheeses, Maine Wines, Come See Our Selections 
From around the world and right next door. 
Call ahead, we will have 
your order ready to pick up 
in time to catch the boat 
September Specials Include 
Celebrate Indian Summer with 
Loch Duart Salmon for the griJl $12/lb 
Septetnber hours: Monday Thn, Saturday 10:00- 6:30 
262 Comtnercial Street, Portland's Old Port 207-775-7560 
the summer. 
"It's been hard with the garbage and 
it being new to everyone," she said. 
"I want 10 thank everyone who has 
worked on the recycling. Ther'vc done 
a fantastic joh." She satd PEAT will 
work through the wmrer on ideas to 
improve the service so that 1r's easier 
on the volunteers. "Maybe next year 
each non-profit takes a can instead of 
raking rnrns to service all of them." 
The American Legion's turn comes 
to a close on Labor Day, .\londay, 
St-pt. ~. If another organizauoo <l0t~n 't 
come forward, PEAT will probably 
pull the barrels out of service for the 
winter. She would like to leave them 
in place until mid-October when the 
public restrooms close so that she can 
Store them there O\'er the wimer. 
She said that overall, PEAT had 
received considerable praise from the 
public and imerest br the press for 
the innovative program and artwork 
oo the barrels, and credited the Peaks 
Island Fund for underwriting che 
project. 
, 
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Island Views 
Community Letters J>eaks Jslaud Fund A nnounc<'S ~009 (trauts 
To The Editor 
Peaks Island Tax Assistance- Energy 
.\ssisrance would like to thank the v~-ry 
generous businesses and friends who 
donated 26 prizes (in some cases, more 
than one) for our Summer Raffle: 
T hompson-Johnson Woodworks 
Lionel Plante A$Sociatcs - Catherine 
Plante and Family 
The Inn on Peaks Island 
Peaks Island Fuel - Mark Tanner and 
Keith Ivers 
Jane and Sid Gerard 




Hannigans Island Ma rkee - Bob 
Hannigan 
WholeFoods 
Maine Island Kayak Co. - Joe and 
Sharoan Dupont 
Chris Cassidy 
Down Front - Ron Sinicki 
BecsyStout 
Peg Astarita 
Beach Glass by Judith 
Longfellow Books 
Take A Peak- Deb KendaU 
All of the money rai sed - over 
$1200 - will go direcrly to PITA-
E nergy Assistance whose mission 
is to confidentially give immediate 
monetary assistance for energy costs 
for Peaks Island Residents. 
Cyntlua Pedlikin on behalf of PITA-
EA 
* • • • * 
Dear Peaks Island, 
I am humbled by the outpouri ng of 
help and good wishes after my bicycle 
acadent chis past July 6. From Sally and 
Megan who discovered me in the road, 
Paul who called Tom, the concerned 
Flynn boy faces peering down at me, to 
the folks in the ambulances, the T .ong 
Island fire boat crew, the f;'.MTs from 
the Portland fire boat, a ll the great, 
kind and competent folks at Maine 
Medical Center, and c,•ery one who 
brought food, did housework, senc 
cards, asked about me (Tom began co 
think his name was "hO\v's Rhonda?"), 
did the dishes, schlepped thi ngs 
home ... all the countless things, I thank 
you from the bottom of mi• hearL 
Rhonda Berg 
• 
At the emergency Island Council 
Meeting on \X"ednesdar, Aug 19 a 
letter was distribured from D r Morse, 
Superincendenr of Portland School. 
It contams a promise for Peaks Island 
E lemencary co have four teac hers 
next year. A huge thank you for the 
actions of the Peaks Island Council, 
their swift response was ama2ing. Also 
much gratimdc to the parents and 
community members who wrote such 
amazing letters, Peaks Island is such a 
wonderful advocate for its children. 
Melissa Conrad, PTO President. 
A Lett<•r 
I IOl\l 1{8'J'ARr 
f r olll 
Thi ngs are happening w,rh 
HO MESTJ\RT as we prepare co 
apply for a conditional rezone for 18 
Luther Street for appro,·al to build rwo 
additional energy efficient affordable 
homes on the land. The applicarion 
will be tied dfrectly co building only 
affordable homes co be offered to 
pre-9ualified islanders of moderate 
mcome. 
To complete the application for the 
City of Portland, a basic plan and some 
initial civil engineering rev iew will 
require the services of Bill Walsh, a 
local civil engineer with overaU project 
assistance from Bill Floyd, President 
of Maine's Genesis Community Fund. 
Floyd has worked wich other island 
communities, includ ing Monhegan, 
Islesboro, and Vinalhaven in t heir 
affordable housing efforts. 
We have issued a request for proposal 
(RFP) inviting loca l builders to 
submit plans and cost proposals due 
Wednesday, Sept. 16 with a sice visit for 
interested responders chat took place 
Wednesday, Aug. 19. The RFP process 
provides for an initial design chat can 
be modified through the public review 
and a firm estimate for funding and 
pricing each of the homes. T he RPP is 
posted on the HOMESTART webpage 
(http:/ / peaksislandhomcstart.org/) . 
Once this planning is complete, che 
appl ication for conditional rezone 
will be submitted ro the City of 
Portland Department of Planning and 
Oe,·clopmem. Application submittal 
begins che public process used by the 
Cicy. Details about the process can be 
found at the City of Portland website 
(http:// www.portlandmaine.gov/ 
planning/wningapp.pdf). 
There was a ,·ery limited response 
to HOMESTART's invitation 
to parti cipate in a neighborhood 
advisory committee. Understanding 
that regularly scheduled meetings arc 
cumbersome, the committee will not 
be convened but we will conunue co 
receive mput through the City's publ ic 
process. Activity updates will be posted 
to the website each month and will be 
available in the library. Comments and 
suggestions are welcome. 
HOMESTART has apphed for an 
Islands Challenge Fund Grant (!Cl:') 
requiring a community fund match and 
has initiated a fw1draismg campaign to 
meer the required !CF match. Using 
the ICF grant and locally raised funds 
a !lows the homes to be sold to loca I 
island residents, as there are no federal 
or state residcncr restrictions on this 
grant or the matching funds. Next 
month watch for information on the 
qualified buyer application process. 
Mary Terry, Casco Bay Island Fellow 
more in OPINION, pa9e21 
The annual meeting of the Peaks !<land 
Fund was held on Thursday, Aug. 13 at ,he 
Zimmerman home. Approx1matcly 100 
people attended and karncd o f l he recem 
activicies of rhe fund and ,he grams for the 
coming year. Scvemccn applications were 
submmed for consideration and $31,700 
in awards have been announced. The PJF 
grant rccip1c-nts for 2009 arc:: 
• Brackett Memorial Church has been 
awarded Sl.000 for root repairs over the 
communin• halt 
• Fifth Maine Regiment \ luscum will 
receive $1,500 co develop curncula and 
hands on activmes related to the Civil War 
period for elementary and middle school 
srudents. They will also use the funds to 
provide trauung for teachers. 
• The Peaks Island Music Association 
has been awarded $550 fot equipment to 
main tain and move the new communit)' 
p.wio. 
• Home Scan, the Pew Island affordable 
housing progcam, has been awarded 
$2,000 for COS!$ associated with rezoning 
for the construccioo of rwo new homes on 
Luther Street. 
• The Peaks Island Children's Workshop 
has been granted S2,0 00 for staff 
dc,·elopcneot related co developmental 
challenges, health and wellness, anouonal 
and behav10r management and multiage 
programming. le has also received suppon 
of SI ,500 for board development through 
guidance offered b)' the lostit\1te for Civic 
Leadership. 
• The Peaks Island Elementary School 
has been awarded $2,300 for furnicure 
to support much.,yping programs in the 
elementary school. It has also received an 
additional $4,000 to suppon field uips and 
upgrading the collection oflcveled books 
that are needed actoss all gt"ades. 
• Peaks Island Tax Assmancc will receive 
$700 to purchase a digttal projector that 
will he available for use by all island non-
profits. The proicctor will be stored at and 
mana~ d by chc Cluklren ·s Workshop. 
• The Peaks Environmencal Action Team 
has been awarded $-1,150 for ,he purchase 
of a solar powered compacting container 
to be located nea r che Peaks ls land Ferrr 
cermjnal area. T his complett s a two-year 
project to reduce trash down front and to 
increase the number of rccrcling bms in 
use on rhc uland. 
• The PEAT Wind Group has received 
S2,000 to <upporl its application process 
and cngrneen ng scudies related to 
a meteorological rower designed to 
deccrmme whether Peaks Island can take 
advanrage of wtnd power. 
• The Peat ComnumiryGarden has been 
awarded $1000 for capital co,ts incurred in 
building the garden's inirasrrucrurc. 
• The Fnends ofTEIA have rcc<ived 
$1,000 for 4 ad,htional scholarslups to the 
summer sailing camp. T h is grant assures 
that all island children mtcrc:stcd m sailing 
arc afforded the opportunitl" co attend the 
program. 
• T he Casco Bay Health Center will 
receive up to $3,000 for wiring insrallacion 
chr011ghour che center chat will faciliratc 
rhe use of laptops and electronic patient 
health record$. 
• The Wednesday afternoon Enrichment 
Prognm, a Peaks community effort 
to provide educational acdncics for 
elementary srudents, has been granted 
$5,000 w support it. schedule of acti,·itie.<. 
The Peaks Island Fund would like 
to thank all donors to the fund and 
charitable organi.zat10ns oo Peaks for thctr 
commmnem m impronng the qualuy of 
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The Island Times is a community 
newspaper covering the islands 
in Casco Bay. We welcome 
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of communicy evtnb; and etters co 
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Brackett Ave., Peal<s Island, Maine! 
04108. To reach Kevin Attra, cal 
(207) 650-3016 or e-mail /<at/Ta@ 
islandtimes.org. For ad races mit our 
website at www.islandti11us.org. 




A_ yogic pe1-sp<-ictivc• on 
health aJJd si111plP living 
BY REBECCA JOHANNA STEPHANS 
Rebma Johanna Sttpham ttarlm weekly 
)'_oga classes and privatt yoga ltssrms qn 
Yta!IS /.Jland. You may direct yourrommenh, 
inquirie,, or column idtas to 766-3017 or 
,jsyoga@gwi.net. 
Many years ago I was crossing Franklin 
Arterial on foot when a man jogged b):' 
with his dog. Ordinarily this event would 
be neither memorable nor noteworthy. 
However, in this case, both man and dog 
moved with such effortlessness, strength, 
flu idity, and grace that it seemed 
their feet and paws barely touched the 
pavement. I watched in awe until they 
were out of sight. 
A number of yeass later, while walking 
around Mackworth island, I witnessed so 
much struggle, misalignment and heavy 
footfall in -the joggers that I joked with 
my walking companion that I should 
set up a booth offering helpful advice on 
the mechanics of proper Jogging form. 
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With this column, I am hoping that even Letting go of comparison is tricky. 
without seeing you move in person , I A little competition, a specific goal, 
can offer a few basic techniques that will and a vision of yourself accomplish ing 
help to improve both your form and your something ch allenging are all quite 
satisfaction. motivating. There can be a fine line 
While few of us will master the ease between generating the encouragement 
of the pair I witnessed years ago, there necessary to continue through inertia 
is much that we can do to increase the or resistance, a nd an ego-induced 
safety and pleasure of walking, jogging, persistence that leads to injury. I n 
or engaging in a vigorous running general, healthy competition is 
regimen. As you embark on a new inspiring and feels good, and unhealthy 
exercise program or continue with your comparison is demoralizing and feels 
on-going training, please incorporate bad. 
these suggestions: start where you are, let Relaxing while jogging or run ning 
go of comparing yourself to anyone else, may sound like an oxymoron, but 
Iearn to breathe deeply and relax even as fi nding a balance of effort and ease is 
you exercise, and give yourself enough essential for increasing efficiency and 
time to warm-up and stretch. preventing injury. Begin by learning how 
Starting where you are involves a to lengthen and deepen your breathing 
blatantly honest assessment of your while sitting still, ana then bring breatli 
current fitness level and the health of awareness into your movement. Then, 
your joints. Jogging is a high impact as you exercise, check in periodically and 
activity that puts a great deal of strain on relax your jaws and shoulders, roll evenly 
your joints, especially the ankles, knees heel to toe on each step, free up your hips 
and low back.1f you are already injured (think Latin dancing!) and engage a 
or carrying extra weight, the stress on gentle lift at your abdomen and sternum. 
your joints is exponentially higher. It These adjustments will help you shift 
may be wise to start with a brisk walk from a leaden step to a springy one, 
interspersed with brief interludes of which will in turn protect your joints. 
jogging, giving you a chance to either Warming up before you head out 
accl,mate 10 this new way of moving, or will help prevent injury, and can be 
reach the conclusion that jogging is not accomplished with a few rounds of 
your preferred activity. Sun Salutation (July 2009 issue) or by 
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beginning at an easy pace and slowly 
speeding up after the firs t quarter mile 
or so. Stretching after you exercise wil I 
improve your muscle tone, joint health, 
and overall vitality. If you have trouble 
with stat ic stre tch ing, a few more 
rounds of Sun Salutation and/or Moon 
Salutation (August 2009 issue) at a slow 
even pace will sup_P,ortyou very well. 
For more specific care of your back 
and legs, put on some music you love, 
gather your patience, and try the 
posn1res offered below (there is al.so a set 
of hamstring stretches in the July 2008 
issue). Proper stretching is the fine art 
of finding just the right edge where you 
have enough s tretch to be effective but 
not so much that you contract against the 
stretch. Hold each posture for at least 90 
seconds while mainta ining a slow deep 
breath and relaxing into the stretch. 
Small, subtle movements can help you 
stay interested, find a satisfying edge, 
and hold the stretch longer. 
Once you begin to reap the benefits of 
regular strctchmg, 1 predict that you will 
be inspired to continue. Now, pet out on 
the roads and trails and move. May you 
enjoy many, many miles of strength, 
beauty, pleasure and ease. 
Intention, Begin your practice with a moment of stillness in which you affirm your intention to practice with compassion and mindfulness. 
Standing Angle with Windmill 
Stand with your feet as wide apart as you comfortably can, loes pointing forward. Hinge forward fromyour hips and bring your hands to 
the floor. I! they don't reach, use blocks or keep your hands on your hips. Leaving your left hand on the lloor, reach your righta1m out and 
up overhead. Lengthen alongyourspine while !wisting through your lorso. Gaze forward or up along your arm. Pause there and breathe. 
Repeal on the other side. 
Seated Forward Bend and Twist 
Sit up tall with sitting bones well grounded and legs straight out in front of you. !!this hurts your back or 
strains the back of your thighs (hamst1ing muscles), sit on the edge of a lolded blanket. Cross your right leg 
over, laying the bent knee on the extended leg. Hinge forward at your hips until you feel a satisfying stretch. 
Pause and breathe. Sil up lall again and bring your felt hand outside your right thigh and your right hand to 
the floor behind you. Pause and breathe. Repeat on the other side. 
Kneeling Runner's Stretch 
Beginning in table pose, bring your right foot forward between your hands. Ease your hips backwhilestraighlening the front leg. Flex 
your right foot, bringing weigh! into your heel and a stretch into the calf. Keep your spine long as you hinge forward from your hips. Find a 
satisfying stretch and breathe. Repeat on other leg. 
Frog 
Beginning in table pose, walk your knees as wide as you comtortablycanand ease down onto your forearms. Have your heelsaswideas your 
knees with feet Hexed. Press your heels actively into the floor lo take some weight out of your knees. Gently engage your abdominal muscles 
to support your tow back. Press your hips back toward your heels until you feel a satisfying stretch. Pause and breathe. To release. ease your 
torso forward until you are belly down on your mat. Rest and breathe. 
Rest in Supine Bound Angle 
Roll onto your back and bring the soles of your feet together with knees wide. If you are straining, put a 
rolled blankel under each thigh. Rest and breathe. 
Rebecca Johanna Stephans, Kripalu Certified Yoga Teacher since 1994, has 21 years experience in the healing arts. 
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For the love of Peaks! 
Millie Macisaac 
Partl 
As TOLD TO FRAN HOUSTON 
We'll start it1 the begim1it1g-when were 
yqu bqm and where? 
I was born in Dorchester, 
Massachusetts, August 3, 1916. I was 
born in a little house on Greenwood 
Street, and I was the third child of 11 
children. 
What was yqur tQnntctiq11 tq P,aks? 
My connection to Peaks is I was selling 
Avon to Ann Lowry who lived on Island 
Avenue and in the process of selling Avon 
we got talking and got very friendly. Her 
husband was a fireman in Q,incy and I 
was living in Qyincy at this time. 
He invited all of our family up to visit 
at his house on Island Avenue. 1 turned 
to her and I said, "Do you realize thanve 
have seven children?" 
He said, "Yes." 
"Do you really want to have seven 
children come to visit you?" 
She said "Yes!" 
VVe came because we were anxious to 
see what Peaks Island looked like. We 
stayed for one week and then we decided 
that it was too nice to leave. 
We were supposed to be going down 
to the Cape for the second week, and 
we decided to look around for another 
place to stay because the Lowry's were 
expecting more company. We happened 
to fiod the cottage on Sargent Road that 
was just available for the following week, 
so we took it. It was kind of small and ,ve 
' had to put three of the boys back down to 
the Lawry's house in a bedroom at night 
because there wasn't enough sleeping 
room at this other house. 
By the end of the week, we had met Mr. 
Kolodko, who was the owner of this little 
house and he talked us into thinking 
about buying it, because he had it for sale. 
At the time we were so amazed that we 
cou Id buy a house. It was very reasonable. 
Because he suggested it to us and put the 
thought in our minds, we said to him, 
"If we come back."This was in August, 
50 years ago.(! know it was 50 years ago, 
because my daughter was 4 years old 
when we bought the place and now she's 
going on 56, so 52 years probably.) 
We had two bedrooms upstairs and 
a living room and dining room and 
a kitchen downstairs, and we started 
talking about how could we fit them all 
Free vs. fee taxi 
1~-
i~...--"r---T-iilll'I<...,= , • 'II 
BY KEVIN A TTRA 
Man Rand, 17, gmduated from Cape 
Elizabeth High School in June and came 
out to spend the summer with his family 
on Peaks Island, which they've been 
doing for six years. He wi ll attend Tufts 
University in Scptemb<r and plans to 
major in international relations or possibly 
economics, he S11id. 
But rather than work for his father, a 
mason, carrying bricks to eam monei• for 
college, chis year he tricked ouc the family 
golf cart wuh signs that read, "will drive 
for tips", and spenl ,he summer ferrying 
people asound the island. He wasn't sorry 
to spend his vacation working, he uid, 
sitting alone in the golf cart. "I make 
more per hour doing this than work.mg 
for my father." In the first five days he 
said he'd earned m,cr $200. 
However, on July 6 the Island Taxi 
Service (ITS) began operation, and 
unbeknownst to him Man's golf cart 
came under fire from ITS manager Jay 
Desmond and the Peaks Island Council 
as unfairly competitive and illegal. 
In mid-August• police officer stopped 
him to say the ''will drive for tips" portion 
of his sign was what made his business 
illegal, so he removed it. He said elm no 
one from the PIC ever approached him 
on the issue, but that he only learned tbe 
councilors wanted co stop him when he 
read about it in the July edition of the 
paper. 
He wound up earning an average $14 co 
$15 per hour with bis golf cart and left for 
Tufts on Aug. 30, having reached his goal, 
about $2,000 richer. 
in? When they're little you can put them 
both together. So we found that we could 
put the four g irls in the one bedroom 
with two big beds, that's what we did. 
We took the other bedroom. 
Downstairs in the living room - it was 
a square that went into the dining room -
we put three cots, one across the window 
and one across the other window and one 
down this way, so t he three boys each 
had a place to sleep. Ther found that very 
cozy, because when we d all read, they 
could fall asleep after that, and we'd go 
upstairs to our room and read. T hat's the 
way we worked it, and that's !he way we 
did it all through the growing up years 
and they loved it. 
As a mauer of fact, in the summer 
time, because we had cold water I think, 
we had a cold shower downstairs under 
the house. The pipes that came from tbe 
street into the house would warm up in 
the afternoon and the first one that took 
a shower would get the warm water. 
T hey'd all run for that shower! They'd go 
to those dances down at the Clubhouse 
and they'd take a shower down under the 
house. We didn't have a hot water heater. 
(The kids remember more things than 
you do sometimes.) 
Anyway, this Mr. Kolodko, he was a 
gentleman and he was the sweetest man. 
Mr. Kolodko was from Russia and he 
went through the Russian Revolution. 
We found out after a few conversations 
with him, he told us that soldiers came 
at nighttime and separated his wife and 
himself and they never saw each other for 
years and years. 
Come to find out years later, he met 
his wife walking on !he street holding a 
little boy's hand and he was so excited, 
and she was too because t hey hadn't 
seen each other since that night tney 
were separated. He wanted to go back 
with her, but he said no because she 
PIC,frompa9e, 
had no control over. Subsidizing the 
taxi service was another example he 
mentioned. 
He concluded that the council should 
only act oo issues where it has authority 
or is capable of having influence. "Under 
situations where there is no city staff 
available, should we try to get those 
things implemented?" he asked. "It's 
not a wise use of our time to talk about 
hypotheticals." 
But Councilor Rob T dfany questioned 
that premise, asking if Langella meant 
"we should only ask for things we can 
get?" Although he agreed that the council 
should focus its energy, he said, "when 
we have a need for an EMT 24/7, even 
though there's a slim-to-none chance, I'm 
going to spend time on it. 
• If we don't put our needs in there I 
don't think we're doing what we should," 
he said. 
However, by the end of the meeting 
the question of what will happen in 
November was still left unanswered. As 
Councilor Bohan remarked near the end 
of the debate, "Why did we have 16 the.n 
and essentially none now?" 
In other business, top priority for issues 
to be addressed by the council over the 
next year was given to affordable housing 
and to cost of living expense.< such as 
parking and transportation. In terms of 
affordability in general, the council felt 
it could have little influence on tax relief 
but would not be silent in encouraging 
lawmakers to extend "circuit-breaker" 
relief to islanders. 
O ther high priorities for next year were 
given to roadway and sewer improvements 
and to public safety issues, mainly 
improving emergency response coverage 
September 2009 
was married and had a little boy and he 
wanted that little boy to be brought up by 
his father. 
He enjoyed seeing the family together, 
especially the ch ildre n - all seven of 
them. He seemed to love us. We loved 
him because he was such a gentleman, 
such a nice guy. He had white hair and 
he lived two or three houses beyond us 
on Pleasant Avenue. 
lie was very important to us at the 
time. He would come over and visit us; 
he'd be so lonesome sometimes. At 
nighttime he'd come over and sleep 
on the couch and then go home in the 
morning. He was a lonesome man. 
To make a long story short, we bought 
the house from h.im. He was so happy to 
have us there and that started years and 
years of happiness for all of us. \Ve just 
love Peaks Island. 
Have ytJU lived 011 Peaks for a long time? 
Dq you 7Javt a Peaks Island stqry to tell ef 
memorin frqm childhood ur that illustrates 
why you 1qw living h<ref Please email or 
tall Fran Houston. She has alr,ady heard 
some great storits and she wants to htar 
1._ours.-(ran_howlon@hotmail.com, or rail 
766.2~86. 
and improving communication between 
the Portland Police Department and the 
community, mainly through the council. 
Police Sergeant Gary Hutchi nson 
who supervises the Peaks Patrol, told 
Councilor Langella in an email in late 
August that Peaks Island would be one of 
seven sectors that are being created in the 
city by the new police chief as pan of h.is 
community policing effort, and that the 
island "will receive a sector liaison soon•. 
At the regular meeting on Wednesday, 
Aug. 26, Councilor Bohan volunteered to 
represent the island in the City's newly-
revived Noise Advisory Committee, 
having served on it before. He sa id it 
usually focusses on noise in the Old Port, 
but it was suggested that flight patterns 
into the Portland Jetport be examined as 
well during the meeting. 
Councilor Bohan also reported on 
progress of the Island Transportation 
Service's new taxi enterprise, which has 
two members of the council on its board. 
He said after six "solid weeks it seems 
fairly flat•, earning around S340 per week 
after gas expenses. "But once the summer 
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Peaks Island School at 
a crossroads 
Two teachers and principal leave in late August 
Portland School Superintendent James Morse (standing center} addresses pareolS, 
teachers, school staff and committee members at the Peaks Island School Aug. 24. 
Assistant Superintendent Jill Blackwood (seated at left in front row} will step in to 
replace Gwen Smith until an interim principal is found. 
BY KEVIN A TIRA 
With only two weeks left before 
the start of classes a, the Peaks Island 
School, a potential crisis de,dopcd when 
Principal Gwen Smith resigned and two 
ofits teachers asked to be traosfenced, but 
was quickly resoh•ed by Portland School 
Supcrintcndcnc James Morse ~nd his 
staff who came 10 1he school on Monday 
evening, Aug. 24 with a dear plan, and 
explained to the communuy how the 
positions would be filled. 
The first alarm sounded on Satmday, 
Aug. 16 when parents received a letter 
from Dr. Morse informing them 1ha1 
one of the teachers would be transferred 
<0 anorher school, reducing the teaching 
staff to tlu:ee. People were apparencly 
more upsec by the ione of the letter 
stnff pl,oto 
than by its conrent. "T look at it as a ,·err 
disctspccrful lctccr," said one parenr~ 
Joh n Holdridge, calling 1l classic top-
down communtcauon. "There's been no 
d1SCuss1on w ith rhe parems, no le:td-in ro 
ir." 
A flurry of emails went arou nd the 
isl.and and an emergency meet.i ng was 
called by members of the Peaks Island 
Council on Wednesday, Aug. 19 to hear 
complaints from the community 2nd 
die.cuss what action to r2.ke. 
lo the meantime, the supcnntendenc 
rc,~crscd his decision after lea m ing that 
parents had been led to believe there 
would be no staff changes this year by 
former Superintendent Jeanne Wbynot-
Vickers throngh conversauons with the 
departing principal last sprmg, which he 
commumcaced in a letter co Peaks Island 
Bay Lines committee to study 
electronic ticketing 
BY KEVIN AlTRA 
The CBTTD Rate Structure 
Committee moved closer to putting 
round trip and electronic ticketing in 
effect at its meeting T hursday, Aug. 
13 as interim General Manager Nick 
Mavodones said he was in the process of 
forming a committe ro srudy the idea. 
Also presi,nt at the meeting were Chair 
Chris Hoppin and committee members 
Donna Rockett, Frank Peretti, Dan 
Doane, Bill Overlock and Gene Taylor. 
Before getting started, they shared 
their excitement over a Maine Murual 
Insurance Company convention that 
took place on Great Diamond Island 
some days before, which reporteclly drew 
450 people. "It was certainly good for 
business," said Mr. Mavodones, and the 
committee was enthusiastic to promote 
the Casco Bay area as a convention 
Mecca for the future. 
Chairman Chris Hoppin announced 
that the 50 cent fuel s urc harge 
implemented in May 2008 would 
be rolled back on Sept. 1, and then 
opened discussion about round-trip and 
electronic ticketing. 
\Vith the departure of Catherine 
Debo, Mr. Mavodones said his ,vorkload 
has increased significantly, and therefore 
he was still in the process of putting a 
study committee together, but explained 
that it would be composed of deckhands, 
captains and office person nel. Board 
President Donna Rockett added 
having deck hands and captains on the 
commit tee "helps them buy into it as 
well", 
Having taken an unscientific survey 
of Long Island residents that indicated 
"water tax i riders hip is going up," 
Treasurer Bill Overlock supported the 
use of round-trip ticketing to recover an 
estimated S75,000 in lost revenues from 
taxi users riding back to town for free. 
He also felt that selling commuter 
books to tourists was "totally inequitable", 
because the discount was intended for 
working people. However, Gene Taylor 
said he thought the current system did 
what it was intended to do. "Even though 
it's awkward," he said, "I think we have a 
good system that helps year-rounders." 
Mr. Overlock is running for re-
election to the board of directors as the 
Long Island representative in what k, to 
date, the on ly contested seat. I le will be 
opposed by Emily Jacobs. 
Papers have also been taken out by Dan 
Doane for re-election as a Peaks Island 
representative, Jim Phipps for Cliff and 
A.J. Alves for an at-large position. 
Councilor Mike Langella on Aug. 19. 
Mr. Langella said rhat after speaking 
with Dr. l\lorse he uodersrood the 
superintendent's dilemma. "Both 
supermte-ndem~ - pa~, anc.1 presenc - are 
aware of the importance of the si,hool," he 
said, " bm they arc facing a dire simacion in 
,he school system." 
Dr. Morse wrote in his lcner to Mr. 
Langella thar "the number of students pet 
class i~ an mcreasingconcem. 'fbe number 
of classes above 20 is rising,:' and smed in 
particular that rhere were 60 immigrant 
students yet to be placed. I le was trying 
to addrt-ss these problems by transferring 
one of the island's teachers co a mainland 
school but was apparently unaware of the 
understanding with Ms. Whynot-Vkkers. 
"The class size sit uat ion on the 
mainJand 1s changi ng daily," he wrorc, 
"and I need robe m indful of the needs of 
the enrire srstem." 
At the time, few peo ple in rhe 
cmnmumt)r knew that two teachers had 
requested transfers from the school, but 
De. ~(orsc them about it ar rhe school 
meeting Aug. 24, explaining rlut he could 
not give an}r names until the the School 
Committee made its <leci~ion regarding 
1he teachers' r«1ue~ts1 which he exprcred 
to happen the next da,·, and offered 10 let 
,he commuruty know as soon as possible. 
In fact, h is office informed PTO 
President Melissa Conrad the following 
day in an em:>.il explaining that Tonya 
LaChance and Rene Dubois had asked 
10 be transferred would be replaced 
by Maureen Cott and Ju lia Brenner 
ccs1>ecrivcly. Ms. Conrad rhen forwarded 
rh:u inform:ltion to the community. 
Ms. Con, whose mother lives on the 
island, is a graduate of Lesley University 
and recently completed her internship 
with ~fany Rivers, a mu1n--agc teach ing 
program at Hall elementary school. Ms. 
Brenner is a graduate of Vassar with a 
masters degree from C.olumbia Uni,·ersity 
Teachers College. She taught for two years 
in Salt Lake Cit)' before relocating to 
Portland. 
Dr. Morse engaged people at the meeting 
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co develop a plan for replacing the school 
principal, rhougb it had already been 
decided that J\sststant Superintendent J,11 
Blaclcwood would rempomrily fill in until 
an interim principal could be found. 
In light of :\Is. Smith's dcparmre, sever.ii 
people poi med out that the turnover has 
been remarkable. Mike Srlvester said, "~1y 
son is gorng inro the fifi h-grade next year. 
This is his fourth principal." 
It became cleanhata search fort he right 
person for the position - by consensus 
someone who would be creative, 0cxib1le, 
mdepcndem and committed to staying 
at r he school - wou Id take a year or more, 
and the focus of conversation shifted ro 
the future of rhe school itself. 
People got \'Cf) enthusiastic over an idea 
to atuact ma1nland studcms to the school 
(the discussion even con1inued at rhe PIC's 
regular meeung two days later) apparently 
because the island school was v iewed as 
an exciting educational adventure for 
Pordaod student>, When PIC Chau :'-iike 
Richards suggested thar the 60 immigront 
<rudents be pL1ced in the school, the room 
erupted ID applause. 
However, Dr. Morse said he's had 
experience creating schools that duldrcn 
wane ro aucnd and wondered what would 
make rhe Peaks Jsla11d School attractive to 
marnland students "The only difference I 
can ~e right now is that it's on an island,n 
he said. 
He suggesred that developing a hands-
on •pproach to subjects like marine 
science or ecology wou ld make the 
most sense. Knowing what he did of the 
community, he added that a progressive 
art program probably also had potential. 
.,,A n art-cemered cumculum," he musc..-cl. 
"Th2t would be quite radical. 
"l do know that you can't change 
a school wic hout intense community 
participation," he said. " It's got to h2ppen 
nght here." 
After the meeting John Holdridge said, 
uThis was the mc._-cting we were expecting. 
For me, it erased what happened last 
'\\---eek.'' 
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"I like lhc r.n "* the 
l'Clldt1u,sha1t0Wnmlup. tt.sasood 
im-otmmt, ~1th tht pottnwil ior 
"P(lrttiaklf'I.,. 
We invite you 10 jom us for a continental bttakfast prtSCntation at 1 he Inn on Prnks Island 
on Tuesday. Sept. 15th from 10:00 a.nt to ll:30 a.m. I.earn ",thout obliga~on what Thornton 
Oaks may offer you. Residents will join us to answer your questions about this lifestyle. 
Call 207-72~33 or 800-729-8033 fordelJ>ils or 10 make a resem,uoo. 
Or, e-mail us a, ~1oaks@glvi.ne1. 
To l«un more abou, !he oommu!llI)' cOOt>CL Hen!) Recl<nagel 
a, 800-729-8033 or a, 1Mak,@gv.1 net 
Wt also mvur. you to \'lStt our website where )'OU an metl more of our resu:lerus. 
That time of year +++ 
A)fred .Woods and John Kamp (partially visjble in bade) prepare for 
wmter m this file photo taken August 30 last year. A cord of fuewood 
m•asures 4 fr. x 4 ft. x 8 ft., about l 28 cubic feet of bark, wood and air 
space.. 
BYKEVINATTRA 
Someumes spending a few minutes 
with numbers is a whole lor more fun 
than raking leaves (that's next momh) 
and you might get some peace of mind 
from knowing wlm you're in for. l-lere are 
some numbers for those of you who wanr 
something ro crunch that won't make 
you fat while you worry about how to stay 
warm this winccr. 
If you want to predict what you'll pay for 
heat this winter, look at last year's fuel bills. 
forger the amount of money you SJ""'! for 
a minute and add up the amoum of fuel 
you used. lf you beat with propane or fuel 
oil, then your coul will be in gallons. If 
you use ,,,ood 11 will be in pounds (5,800 
ponnds per cord of hardwood is a useful 
esdmate, bur wh:n you accuaUy have is 
anyone's guess). 
Convect that amount into B'fUs using 
the table below, then d ivide that by the 
number of heacing degree days we had 
last year, which was 8,333 according co the 
National \Vear her Servke. The answer is 
basically the gas mileage of your house. 
For example, if you used 600 galloos of 
no. 2 fuel oil last year, then you spent about 
86 million BTUs staying warm and your 
house is nmning on abouc 10,300 BTU per 
degree dai. That's pretty good gas mileage 
for an average 10-room, 1~-0-story house, 
like owning a mid-size tmporc. 
/\. beating degree day is not actually a 
day, but the d ifference in temperncure 
from 65° F, which is arbitrarily defined 
as the standard. For instance, when a day 
is 56" outside it has a value of 9 heating 
degree days (65 - 56 = 9). In Maine the 
annual number of heating degree days 
has averaged around 7,700 since 200-I, but 
rhe ~armers Almanac is predicring a cold 
WUltCt wh1ch m<:ans i1'lJ probabl)' be closer 
to last year's figure. 
You can improve the gas mileage of 
your house of course by making ir more 
efficient. One war is to add insulation, 
especially en the attic, but even caulking 
around door and window moldings helps. 
Now is the cimc to do 1t, coo. Not onl)r 1s 
staff photo 
the weather comfortable, but the days arc 
growing shorter so you won't ruwe ,o work 
as long. 
Swi tching to alternative energy 
appliances is another way to lower 
your costs. Last spring Jeff Lovejoy, a 
rechnician with Revii;.ion Energy~ spoke ar 
the Mac Vane Center on two rypes of sola1' 
hot water heaters and explained chat st2tc 
and fedenJ funding programs are available 
which can provide up co 30 percent of the 
cost of installation to replace conventional 
systems with energy efficient or alternative 
energy equipment in your home. 
The passive solar hot water systems he 
installs cost from $8,000 to $11,000 and 
qualify for state •nd federa I en credits. 
Thccc arc also rebates for photovoJra.ic 
cell systems, which cos, $30,000 or mote. 
Besides cost, an important c.lifference is 
chat passive solar systems can't be easily 
modified once they're installed, whereas, 
phorovolcaic sysrems "are like I.egos". 
Some solar water heaters can be used co 
heat your home as well, if you have a ccally 
well-insulated house and you have radiant 
floors. Evcrything's expensive, he said, 
"but if you're going 10 sixnd $10,000 on 
a hot water system, then maybe spending 
$2,000 more to accommodate space 
hcaung mighc be justified." 
The federal go,·ernment provides tax 
credits of up to SI ,500 or 30 percent 
of the cost for energy efficient doors 
and windows, roofs, heacing and air 
conditioning syslems, warer he..1ters and 
biomass smvcs as wdl as georherrruil heat 
pumps, small wmd gcneracors, fuel cells 
and solar systems. More information c11n 
be found at: u,W111.rntrgy.go1,ftax/maks.ht111. 
Stace tax rebates, administered through 
Efficiency Maine, of up to $2,000 arc 
avail2ble for photovohaic and residential 
wind energy sysiems, and up 10 $1,000 or 
25 percent of che cost for solar heating 
systems. Low incerest loans of from 
$2,800 to $30,000 are also a\'ailable for 
energy efficiency home improvements 
and alternative energy systems as well. 
For a list of scate programs visit: 
1P1/IIJJ.dsin11sa.07, 
The follo,ving Juel an1ounts are equivalent t.o 
1 million B"l"'U: 
Electricity - 293 kilowatt hours 
Natural Gas - 1,000 cubic feet 
Coal - 83 pounds 
Propane - 11 gallons 
Fuel Oil #2- 7 gallons 
Wood - 286 pounds 
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20 Ways to improve 
Peaks Island 
BY JERRY GARMAN 
1. Rcengineer lower Welch Street so that a commuter always walks down 
hill both to and from the ferry and regardless of tides. This will ease the burden 
of all those who push and carry children or objects, the elderly and even will 
make skateboarders happy. 
2. Establish car parking by age of driver. The younger you are the farther 
away you must park. 
3. Locate a large two-faced t imer on top of the kiosk, readable from 50 
feet, which would count down the last five minures before each ferry departs. 
4. Create a reading area at the library similar to those at Borders Books 
where patrons could have a beverage and snack. 
5. Add more public benches, some with a protective roof for inclement 
weather. 
6. Limit pancake breakfasts to one per month. 
7. Establish an optimum total weight on the island. When chat figure is 
reached something or somebody muse leave before more objects or people can 
embark. 
8. Frustrate island crows and seagulls by standardizing covered containers 
for household trash. 
9. Create a location for disposal of dry batteries, light bulbs and car oil. 
10. Place a "Safe House" medallion on those homes that have operating 
smoke and carbon monoxide detectors plus an operational fire extinguisher. 
11. Encourage our island school to chronicle a continuous history of Peaks 
Island. 
12. Re-establish che Golden Cane award for Peaks oldest year round 
citizen. 
13. Only allow petitions co be circulated in February, our shortest, coldest 
and least populated month. 
14. Require each resident to volunteer at least 24 hours per year to one 
of the many tax free, 501(c)3 island organizations. Note: a contribution of SS 
equals one hour of volunteering. 
15. Require three years of residency before your suggestion for a change 
or improvement may be implemented. If idea is accepted the originator muse 
pledge to stay on the island for another three years to live with consequences of 
their actions. 
16. Designate the second Monday of September as "Freedom Day" on 
which there will be no event, meeting or public assembly. 
17. Celebrate "\'Ve the People" day co honor the collective efforts of 
islanders who got emergency legislation passed co supply the island with 
Sebago water (1920) and in creating the Casco Bay Island Transit District 
(1958). 
18. Greatly improve the presentation and readability of information 
on the SO-square-foot vVelch Street bulletin board by creating target 
8 ½ x 11-inch and 2 x 3-inch grids. 
19. Create an "Island Bicyc:le Safety" brochure which would be distributed 
by public safety officers and by the CBITD whenever bicycle tickets are 
purchased. 
20. Declare the 1 ½ mile stretch of Seashore Avenue from the Eighth 
lv1aine to Spar Cove as a "Nature Zone" where all visitors, whether they walk, 
run, ride or drive may reconnect with nature by listening to the sounds of waves 
crashing on the rocks, seagulls speaking to each other and song birds warbling; 
and by seeing the glorious island flora of bittersweet, wild peas, rosa regosa, 
daisies and marsh reeds; and smell the salt air and sea weed. Please deactivate 
all cell phones, iPods, iPhones and radios. Do not TWX, Text or smoke. 
Casco Bay's First 
Island Bank Branch 
is conveniently located 
in the lobby of The Inn on Peaks Island 
Branch Hours: 
Mon - Fri: 9:00 am • 3:00 pm 
Sat: 9:00 am • 12:00 noon 
ATM: 9:00 am • 11 :00 pm 
Onn hours) 
Access to Maine Bank & Trust's 
full array of Personal and 
Commercial Banking Products 







MAINF. BANK& TRUST 
· ,1 ,,,11i11( b,rnk for mrl'nt' pt11plt · 
A divisibn of ~ded 
~ilk 
~ 766-2960 • www.mainebank.com 
~ C2C09Pt<1Plot'sUof~S.r1k ~~fOIC 
......... -.nl:"'9o..ck.-tJAfMCS~"lb.l;'°lff-.,_'C.,..._ll.,...,('f.,.....~'1/0~ ... t..-dtyYaloMa.,,.,,\f ..... a~ 
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Portland Public Schools 
INFORMATION AND CALENDAR PROVIDED BY SHOSHANA HOOSE, 
POR'Tl.AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The Ponland Public Schools will begin classes for students in grades 
one through 12 oo Thursday, Sept. 3. Kindergartners will begin on 
Tuesday, Sept. 8. 
The first day of school will be a full day for students in grades one 
through five. 
The opening day schedule for middle school is: 
• King Middle School: Sixth graders attend from 11:15 a.m. to 
2:25 p.m. Seventh and eighth graders attend from 8:15 to 9:30 a.m. 
• Lincoln Middle School: Sixth graders attend from 10:45 a.m. to 
2:25 p.m. Seventh and eighth graders attend from 8 to 10:45 a.m. 
• Lyman Moore Middle School: Sixth graders attend from 8:15 co 
11:30 a.m. Seventh and cighth graders attend from 12 to 2:25 p.m. 
The opening day schedule for high school is: 
• Portland High: Grade nine attends all day on Thursday, Sept. 3. 
Grades 10-12 are dismissed at 9 a.m. 
• Deering: Grade nine attends all day, but grades 10-12 do not 
attend. A II students have a full day beginning Friday, Sept. 4. 
• Casco Bay High School: Grades 10-12 attend from 7:45 to 11:30 
a.m. Grade nine attends from 9:30 a.m. to 1:55 p.m. 
The regular school day is as follows: 
• Grades kindergarten through five: 8:50 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
• Grades six through eight: 8:15 a.m. to 2:25 p.m. 
• Portland, Deering and Casco Bay high schools: 7:45 a.m. to 1:55 
p.m. 
• West School: 7:50 a.in. co 1 p.m. 
• Portland Arts and Technology High School: 8 to 10:30 a.m. and 
11 a.m. to 1:30p.m. 
I 
-• 
Fifth Maine Regiment Museum 
45 Seaslwr• Aveni,. 
P.O. Box41 
Peaks Island, Maine 04108 
A Museum of Civil War & Peaks Island History 





For all your transportation needs 
on Peaks Island 
August September 
M T w T F M T w T F 
3 4 5 6 7 , l J Q.; 3 4 
JO 11 12 13 14 7 8 9 10 11 
17 18 19 20 21 14 15 16 17 18 
24 25 26 27 28 21 22 23 24 25 
31 28 29 30 
I & 2 Full Day Release 
3 First Student Day, Grades 1-12 
7 LaborDay 
8 Firsl Student Day, Kindergarten 
January February 
M T w T F M T w T F 
I 1 1 2 (3) 4 5 
4 5 (6) 7 8 8 9 (10) 11 12 
11 12 (13) 14 15 15 I t6 I 17 I 18 I 19 
t8 I 19 (20) 21 22 22 .. 23 (24) 25 26 
25 26 (27) 28 29 
I New Year's Day 3 Early Release 
6 Early Release IO Early Release 
13 Early Release 15-19 February Recess 
18 Martin Luther King Jr. Day 24 Early Release 
20 Early Release 
22 2"d Quarter Ends 
27 Early Release 
June July 
M T w T F M T w T F 
I 2 WdD 7 8 9 
1 15 16 17 18 
1 2 
5 6 7 8 9 
12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 19 20 21 22 23 
28 29 30 26 27 28 29 30 
10 4 Quarter Ends 183 Staff Days (3 days not shown) 
IO 3rd Trimester Ends 175 Student Days 
IO Last Student Day No storm days added 
11 & 14 Full Da Release 




591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108 
(207) 766-2026 
Jkiely 1@maine .rr. com 
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2009 -2010 Calendar 
October November December 
M T w T F M T w T F M T w T 
I 2 




9 10 12 13 
I (2) 3 
7 8 (9) 10 
12 I 13 (14) 15 16 
19 20 (21) 22 23 Ai 17 (18) 19 20 ~ I 26 I 27 14 15 ( 16) 17 21 22 23 24 
26 27 (28) 29 30 30 28 I 29 30 31 
7 Early Release 4 Early Release 2 Early Release 
12 Columbus Day 6 I" Quarter Ends 9 Early Release 
14 Early Release 11 Veterans Day 16 Early Release 
21 Early Release 18 Early Release 23-31 Winter Break 
28 Early Release 20 I" Trimester Ends 
23-24 Early Release Days-Parent 
Conferences 
25 No teachers or students (K-12) 
26-27 Thanksgiving Recess 
March April May 
M T w T F M T w T F M T w T 
1 2 (3) 4 5 I 2 3 4 (5) 6 
8 9 (10) 11 12 5 6 (7) 8 9 10 I I (12) 13 
15 16 (I 7) 18 I 22 23 (24) A 12 13 (14) 15 16 19 I 20 ·I 21 I 22 I 23 17 18 (19) 20 24 25 (26) 27 
29 30 (31) 26 27 (28) 29 30 31 I 
3 Early Release 2 3"' Quaner Ends 5 Early Release 
5 2nd Trimester Ends 7 Early Release 12 Early Release 
IO Early Release 14 Early Release 19 Early Release 
17 Early Release 19-23 Apri l Recess 26 Early Release 
25-26 Early Release Days-Parent 28 Early Release 31 Memorial Day 
Conferences 
31 Early Release 
Monday. Tuesday. Thursdav. Fridav 
Elementary Schools 8: 50 - 3:00 
Middle Schools 8: 15 - 2:25 CJ 
0 
Key 
Holiday/vacation (non-paid teacher days) 
High Schools 7:45 - 1 :55 
West School 7:50 - I :00 
PATHS 8:00 - I :25 
Early Release Wednesdays 
Elementary Schools 8: 50 - 2:00 
Middle Schools 8: 15 - I :25 
6 
( ) 
Teacher workday (no students) 












High Schools 7:45- 12:55 
West School 7:50 - 12:00 
PATHS 8:00 - J 0:00 & 11 :00 - I :00 * / Release for professional development/last student day No students or teachers. Other staff reports 
2008 Island Phone Directory 
Covering 7 Casco Bay Islands 
Avalla.ble online at 
www.phonebookpublishing.com, 
and The Boathouse/Long Island, 
Hannlgan's Island Market and 
GEM Gallery/Peaks. FMI or 
wholesale opportunities 
call 766-5997. 
AS H:tv1 0 RE REALTY 
l " l \ , ll R I ,\ I t .._ l ,, 1- ~ 
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ACROSS 
* 1 Bird 
6 Take~_atit 
11 Cable choice 
14 Sound made by Wile E. 
Co_yote 
•15 Cudgel 
16 Home of world's tallest 
cathedral 
•17 The baby birds 
19 Fireen~emaker 
20 Chemical suffix 
21 Monhegan is to Manana 
22 Kind ofcharger 
24 Sts. 
25 Crocker or Fleming 
26 Game show choict 
*28 Dark oriental ruminant 
32 Descendant 
35 Baseball metric 
36 Travel abbr. 
37 Girl 
38 Noted Hawaii native 
40 Formerly 
41 Address 
42 Pole, for example 
43 Indian, for example 
*44 53 Down, for example 
48 Teen's expression of approval 
49 M.D:s industryorg. 
50 Type of curve 
53 She speaks in Spanish 
55 State of agitation 
56 School ~oup with no students 
57 Gold in 'Granada 
*58 Pertaining to a government 
official 
62 Averag_e _ 
63 Greek'Muse oflove poetry 
64 Blood vessel 
65 Brian , music composer 
66 Hair color 
67 Sotomayor's look 
DOWN 
1 Vinegar, for example 
2 Garcfener's bane 
3 Narrowvalleys 
4 Fall behind 
5 Prince William, for one 
6 Obliquelv 
7 Prison (sfang) 
8 Sparesult 
9 .Nlean, in short 
10 Presents 
*11 Bob Dylan song 
12 Blister 
13 Melville novel 
18 Black, White, and Yellow 
23 Final resting P,lace 
26 Charlie Watts' instrument 
27 Charlie Chaplin's wife 
28 Greek goddess of dawn 
29 Costa 
30 Seal's n_e_m_es...,.is 
31 Bird 
32 See2Down 
33 Mystery writer John Dickson 
*34----riavolta's summer place 
38 Ye 
39 Deaclncrring1 for example 40 Psych. Disoraer 
42 Typeofclam 
' Shall we take our bike$? 41 Ind,.~ 
• 
l\lrtland. M f: 04101 
207,766,2<83 HM 
2<J7-7S6-J450 CtLL 
207·7•,6-S220 I AX 
rbc_.rgQ. lu rbo:-~·~wpropenir-.s..com 
v,;ww.h.trborvic\\ )l'ftlt'(.{vm 
SOLUTION TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE 
W A S E E 
12 





46 Infamous murderer 
47 Skip 
50 Mariner's lifesaving device 
51 Denial or bliss 
52 Caesar, for example 
II 12 IJ 
16 
19 
•53 Pandora's gift 
54 Islands not in Maine 
55 Place 
59 George Gershwin's lyricist 
60 U.S. Acad. 
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Star Gazing September 2009 Sky 
BY MIKE RICHARDS 
The Inn on Peaks Island 
33 Island A,'tDue, Peaks Island 
207.766.5100 www.Jnnonpeaks.com 
September me~ns ·seventh month·, 
consistent with the ancient 10--monrh 
Roman ca lendar which starced with 
March. It w•s based on the moon (from 
which "month" is deri"ed), but the moon's 
~rbital period around Earth (29.53 da)'$) 
IS not exactly 1/12 (let a lone 1/l0)of tbe 
Earth's orbital period around the Sun 
(364.25). In fact, it's a full 10 days short, so 
the lunar calendar soon got out of sync wirh 
the sobr calendar and with these:tsons. 
In order to m;tke rhem jive, the ancient 
Romans simpJy d idn'r count the rv;,o winter 
months. In 713 8.C., however, Roman 
King N uma Pompilius added January and 
Febr~•ry ro the beginning of che calendar, 
making Seprember rhe ninrh month. The 
Muslim religious c:alendar is one of the lasr 
to remain lunar--based. 
September is che month of rhe aurumnal 
equinox, when clu sun crosses Earth's 
equator and heads south. It has risen 
north of east and set north of west since 
the vernal equinox in March, reaching its 
northernmost positions on the summer 
solsrice in June. On cheequinoxe.s, however, 
che sun rises direcrly in the east and secs 
direcdy in the west. 
After chis month, t he sun will rise 
south of ease, sec south of west and the 
temperature will stare to go down. All 
this is caused by rhe 23.5 degree cilr in che 
Earth's axis, and it sci rs up our atmosphere 
throwing cool dry air masses against warm 
wet ones, brewing storms. 
As Earth orbics the sun, it creates a small 
Ill 
"tide" in the sun's hydrogen.,, which pulls 
ustration by Jamie H ogan ., _ b, .,-ca.rt rorward a bir as the sun rotates (once: 
each 24.5 days at rhe equator, slower at the 
poles), so Earth is slowly moving away from 
tbc sun at about six inches ptr year, just as 
the moon is pulled forward by Earth's tidal 
bulge, moving the moon away from Earth 
ar about three inches per year. Things are 
slowly falling apart, as Irish poet WB y.,,. 
suggested by his "wideninggyre.· 
The Planets 
J_upiter, the King of Planecs, is incredibly 
brighr now and rules the nigh t sky, rising 
ar dusk and serring ac dawn. Jes four large 
''Galilean" moons are splayed ouc on 
either side o f the gas giant and rotate wich 
such d ocklike precision dtac mariners 
carried printed cables and used the moons 
co determine t heir longitude, uncil a 
seaworrhy clock was invented by John 
Harrison three centuries ago. Around 1 
a.m. on Thursda); Sepr. 3 however, all four 
moons will be lined up in front of or behind 
Jupiter and irs shadow, which won't happen 
again for 10 years. 
.Ma.rs rises around midnight and is 
high m sourhern sky ar dawn. No, ir's not 
(and never will be) as big as rhe full moon, 
despire thar hoax going around the inrerner 
rhese days. Heck, ir doesn'r even reach 
opposition for another few months. 
Venus rises before the sun and will be 
gorgeous o ur o ver the ocean for those 
headed ro the islands in rhe morning and 
for rhose on the back deck of the early boat 
to town. Mercury pops up in the morning 
ac month'send but is always tough to find. 
The Stars 
Blue-white Vega is directly o verhead 
around 9 p.m. It's burning hotter and 
spinning faster than our sun. :ind it'$ 
only 25 light-yeou away, so when it goes 
supernova and explodes, we'll know it. 
Hopefully, Earth won't quite be in line 
with Vega's pole, so we an avoid its gamma 
ray burst, the biggest, brightest events 
in the universe. Vega is 0.5 billion years 
young (our slow-burning sun is 4.5 billion 
years old) and is already half-way rhrough 
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irs life cycle. It served as Earth's pole-srar 
12 millennia ago and will do so again in 
another 12 millennia, but for now we're 
sruck with dim Polaris. 
Red .. gianc Arcturus is in che \\-'est, che cail 
of rhe kice-shaped Booces consrellarion. 
You can find it by tracing che .. arc co 
Arcrurus Scatted by rhe handle of the Big 
Dtpper. The super,gianc scar Antares is 
low in the southwest. Ir's so big, ic makes 
our sun look like a mere dot by comparison. 
In our solar system, Antares' outer edge 
would be well beyond rhe orbir of Mars. 
Aurumn nighrs are perfect for star· 
gazing, eirher wirh rhe naked eye or with 
rhe help of binoculars. Just think - rhe stars 
you can see constirure only a small fraction 
of the matter in the universe, most of 
which is dark. Early last century, Einstein 
calculated rbac galaxies could not hold 
together with rhe mass of their stars alone, 
that something else was out there, and 
modern science is proving him correct. 
T he Almanac 
Sept. l • Sunrise is ac 6:04 p.m., sunser 
7:17 p.m., but rhar's changing fasr. The 
Beehive star clusrer is jusr ro rhe left of 
VenU$ before d•wn. 
Sept. I , Ne,p ride is coday, barely 7 feer 
berween high and low, bur char will change. 
Sept. 2 • A soon-ro-be "moonless Jupiter 
hangs just below rhe moon tonight. 
Sept. 4- Full "corn· moon sers over rhe 
mainland :it 6:04 a.m. and rises over che 
ocean ac 6:55 p.m. Today Sarurn's r ings 
turn edge .. on to Earrh, bur front our 
vanrage point, it's nearly direccly behind 
the sun now and hard ro see. 
Sepe. 11 • ust-quarrer moon is high in 
rhe sky ar sunrise. 
Sepr. 13 • If you're up before the sun this 
Sunday morning, Mars is j ust below the 
moon. 
Sepr. 16 • Venus is ro rhe left of a big 
crescent moon this morning, a beautiful 
sight and the origin of the symbol oflslam. 
T he moon's at perigee roday, cbe closest ir 
gers ro Earth this month, so it will pull tides 
higher over rhe next few days, especially 
as the moon turns new soon and adds its 
gravitational attraction to that of the sun. 
Sepe. 18 • New moon means dark skies 
and an invitation to scope o ut the f.a inter 
stars overhead. It's also the best time to see 
the zodiacal light o n the eastern horizon 
a couple of hours before dawn in August, 
ca.used. by sunshine on our sobr system's 
cosmic dust. 
Sept. 19 - Spring tide is coday, high 
around noon and m idnight, low around 
dawn and dusk, and building to almost 12 
feet between high and low rides. 
Sept. 22 • Equinox coday marks the 
beginning of Autumn. 
Sepe, 23 • Red super-gianr star Anrares 
is to chc upper left of a fat crescent moon 
as ir sets in the west just before 9:00 this 
evening. 
Sepe. 26 • A smallish fim-quarter moon 
is high in che sky ar sunser. Even ings 
over the next week are best for telescopic 
exp]oracion of che lunar surface, the most 
accessible of celestial sigh rs. 
Sept. 28 • T he moon is ar apogee, the 
furthest away from Earth chis month, so 
tides will moderare. 
Sepr. 29 • Jupiter is again below the moon 
ronighr as it waxes gibbous. 
Sepr. 30 • Sunr~ is now ar 6:36 a.m. and 
sunset is at 6:24 p.m., so we. now gee fewer 
than 12 hours of sunlight. Ir amazes me 
rhat Earth's flora and fauna (us humans 
included) can survive the annual seasonal 
changes, with their swings in temperatures 
(Portland's average low is 11• in January 
and ics average high is 7g• in Ju ly, a 
difference of 67°), but we've ad,pced by 
nece-.s.s1ty and ctlebrate the seasons in mm. 
., 
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Room t-0 learn 
BY JAMIE H OGAN 
shapes, and spri nkl ing salt across the 
watercolor surface for textural effects. 
"The big thing with waterco lor is 
pat ience," Tory advised. The day was 
humid, and the paper quickly buckled 
once wet, and the salt was not creating 
the typical effects. We needed to wait a 
bit longer for areas to dry before moving 
on to the next step. 
The lone male student, Joe Kilborn, 
joked that his hands were shaking. Joe 
claimed he's never even drawn with a 
ABOVE: Tory Tyltr Milfar conducu a watercolor workshop at the Fifth Maine in 
mid-August. BOTTOM: Artist Jane Banquer chars during th• op•ning ofpor«ry, 
painting, and prinu at the Gem Gallery on Peaks Island. RIGHT: pottery by Rick 
Boyd and Pam Willfamson at the Gem Gallery on Peaks Island, 
Whether we are head ing back to 
school, or outfitting someone wh o is, 
everyone harbors a student inside t hem. 
I recently went to a watercolor workshop 
a t the Fifth Maine, eager to shed my 
aversion to the medium, gained long 
ago in a college classroom. Now t hat I 
teach art myself, it's time to get over my 
watercolor phobia . 
Tory fyler Millar, a summer resident 
of Peaks Island and an art teacher 
for 28 years (the last 18 at Port land 
High School), told t he class of nine 
students that she was once daunted by 
watercolor. Her father, C. Robert fyler, 
was a commercial artist and watercolor 
painter.As a young girl, she was unable 
10 make her pa intings look like his. 
"Brown can happen so frequently," 
said Tory, lay ing out the supplies and 
explaining t he methods for various 
techniques. We received a large sheet 
of watercolor pa per, wh ich we then 
taped off into six areas. We a lso got a 
dab of seven colors of Van Gogh paints 
on a plastic lid. Tory walked us through 
different applications such as wet on 
wet, a graded wash, using little wads of 
tissue to siphon color, using masking 
fluid, using tape to silhouette white 
all pl,010, by Jamit Hoga11 
pencil, but proceeded to happily paint, 
without the burdens of an art education. 
Some students became critical of thei r 
effor ts, wondering if they were doing 
the right thing. 
Tory said, "No judgments, please. 
There is no r ight or wrong here." Th e 
tendency for immediate mastery 
and cor rectness is common in art 
classrooms.James El kins writes in Why 
Art Cann ot Be Taught (Univers ity of 
Illinois Press, 2001), "The fact that it is 
so hard to know what it might mean to 
teach art tends to keep teachers going: 
it spurs them to teach in many different 
ways," 
Nancy 3 Hoffman pu ll ed out her 
own well-worn supplies. A passionate 
practitioner of the med ium, she has 
taken watercolor courses in Key West 
with Lynn Ferris and at Portland Adult 
Ed with Charles Wright. Nancy said, 
"I get something different from each 
one. Every teacher has a differen t 
emphasis." 
M ii lie Macisaac began painting 30 
years ago upon retirement. 
·1 got hooked." she smiled. Three 
years ago s he joined Independent 
Artists, a group of sen iors meeting 
ever y Tuesday in Shrewsbury, MA 
for support and cr itique. At 93, her 
presence in this class is the best cue 
there is always room to learn. 
Tory admitted she found watercolor 
too frustrating until taking a workshop 
at Haystack Mounta in School of Cra fts 
(www. haystack-mtn.org) where the 
inst ructor, Sandy Crabtree, broke the 
techniques down into a s imilar sampler 
like we were exploring. ·11 made so 
much sense, and I could just have fun," 
she said . 
Tory told us that watercolor was 
once co nsidered only a preliminary 
mediu m, until Winslow Homer came 
along. He gained proficiency as a visual 
journalist on the battlefield during the 
Civ il War. His quick brush captured 
a realism before photographs, and 
elevated the status of watercolors as 
fine art. 
Watching the water flow in the small 
image area was a welcome surprise. 
rather than the pan ic of fac ing a large 
blank page. After completing the 
sample$, Tory invited us to paint in the 
garden below the Fifth Maine. I didn't 
miss a beat, grabbi ng t he Adirondack 
cha ir that faces Whitehead Passage. 
I was soon joined by several others, 
painti ng deta iled flowers or t he 
panorama dotted by white sails. 
Tory c ircula ted, offer ing 
encouragement. As a board member of 
the Ma ine Art Education Association 
(www.mai neanecl .org), she's an 
advocate of life long learning. She sa id, 
"With a rt you c reate a statement. Art 
stays around. Be proud of any attempt, 
because every one of them is a learni ng 
process." 
The Gem Wraps Up the Summer with 
Three P's 
The last in a parade of stel lar 
summer sh ows at t he Ge m Galle ry 
(www.peaksislandart.blogspot.com) 
features pottery by Rick Boyd and Pam 
Williamson and paintings and prints 
by Jane Banquer. Rick Boyd and Pam 
Will iamson have enjoyed a busy season 
showing their graceful ceramic work, 
both at the Gem and in their own studio 
on Epps Street on Peaks Island. Their 
collaboration manifests dual strengths: 
Rick is the shape-maker, creat ing t he 
clay forms wh ile Pam is the alchem ist, 
creating the color glazes. 
Pam said,"( don't use commercial 
glazes, that would be too predictable. 
T like trying recipes I find in ceramic 
magazines. Every recipe you mix is 
still happen chance. With so many 
variables such as placement in t he kiln, 
and application of the glaze, either 
spraying, dipping, or pouring, it's a 
happy accident, not knowing what will 
come out of the k iln." 
She laughs, ·we pray to the ki ln god 
often! .. 
Ja ne Banquet said of her work 
at t he Gem. "This show is about 
reconnections."Threesummersagoshe 
did a two-week session in woodcut with 
Barbara Putnam at Haystack. • It is SO 
September 2009 
battery-recha rging!· she exclaimed. 
And recently. her ret u rn to painting 
came about through a painting group 
to which her partner, Norm Prou lx, 
belongs. Jane joined theirwintersession 
workshop with Sarah Knock, •a very 
generous and perspicacious teacher"' 
who is currently showing at Green hut 
Gallery. Revisiting woodcut and oils 
after many decades of absence served 
as the impetus for Jane's variations on 
favorite topics, such as the hens she 
chased around Monhegan last summer 
and the sol itary rower. 
Jane said, "The switch from color 
pa i nt ing to the black and white 
woodcuts, in mirror image, a lter the 
product for me inan interesting way." 
MECAAlums in Residency 
Peaks Island artists Cole Caswell 
and Jessica George were in the fi rst 
group to participate in the Baie Sanite 
Marie Artist and Family Residency 
in Nova Scotia, donated by the Jenny 
fa mily to Maine College of Art. Often 
art res idencies exclude famil ies, but 
Cole's 9-year-old son, Parker, joined 
them along with colleague Devon 
0obrowloski for a two-week res idency. 
Jessica pursued her layered pa intings 
on panels, while Cole photographed a 
nearby aba ndoned fish factory. Usi ng a 
wet plate process, the photographs are 
.. architectu ral. but eerie, and seem from 
another time," he said. 
"Parker made work every day, too. The 
la ndscape there is rural a nd coastal, 
and it brought together h is home in 
New Hampshire a nd on Peaks Island 
in a single spot. We had a great time," 
said Cole. Both he and Jessica felt that 
·one of the things that was most potent 
about our experience in Nova Scotia 
was the appreciative response we got 
from the commun ity. There seemed 
to be an interest in our interest in 
their landscape. Ln other words, in 
apprec iati ng their home, their la nd, 
their environmen t. they came 10 
appreciate us, as guests. It was quite 
a satisfying feat to feel appreciat ion 
and appreciated at the same t ime (as 
artists)." 
Cole is prepar ing for ·'aggregate," the 
upcom ing alumni biennial at the ICA 
at MEGA (www.meca.edu) which opens 
Friday, Sept. 4 and runs through mid-
0ctober. He is making large color prints 
from studies of mold growth he has 
cultivated in h is basement. By-passing 
the camera, he has scanned these 
directly, finding a fascination with the 
shapes of mold colonies and their visual 
parallels to other formations, like 
beaver colonies and city perimeters. 
Cole will give an artist talk in the new 
Osher Hall at MECA on Thursday, Sept. 
17 at noon. 
Jamie Hogan iA a PeakA IA/and 
arciAt and adjunct profeAJiorat Maine 
College of Arr. ViAitwww.jamiepeepA. 







you DON'T OWN IT 
At his graduation from the Peaks 
Is land School last J unc Charles 
Winkelman, 12, predicted that in 
20 years he would be a sofrware 
engineer, but he's alread)' well on his 
way. On the 12:45 boat to Portland 
rhe other day he was wearing a T-
shirt thatread, '1fYouCan'tOPEN 
IT, You Don't Own It", which led co 
a conversation about open source, 
non-proprietary technology. 
The motto o n the T-shirt, it 
turned out, represents one side of 
the continuous con fl ice over access 
co information and technology for 
devices like phones and computers 
Artand 
• • activism 
BYKEVINATTRA 
Since 2003 Marsha Greenberg 
has been holding art exhibits at 
her home to raise money for non-
profit organi7.ations for women and 
girls. The first one raised enot1gh 
to provide a summer art camp with 
Diane Wieneke fo r a girl scout 
troop. She held several shows a year 
u ntil the Gem Gallery got started 
in 2005. "Then I stopped because I 
didn't want to compete. 
"It's a lot of work." 
This lates t event looked l ike 
it would raise about $2,000 
for the Maine Women's Fu nd 
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that have become essential tools 
o f everyday life. Jc literally applies 
to the use of disposable cameras, 
which must be returned co the 
manufacturer in order co get the 
pictures developed. 
"Basically," he explained, "it's 
saying if you can't open ch at 
and actually cake the photos out 
yourself, then whr own it, because 
you can't maintain it yoursel f." 
He got the T-shirt at Maker Faire 
(www.1nake,fain.com), an inventor's 
fair he attended with his father, 
Will, last .May in d1e San Francisco 
Bay area, which was advertised 
in MAKE magazine, a quarterly 
publication of do-it-yourself 
projects. Using easily found, off-
the-shelf components the magazine 
gives plans co build anything from 
flash drives lo rocking chairs, and 
Charles reads it regularly. When 
he saw the ad, he asked his parents 
if he could go. " I said, \Vell, sure!" 
Will recounted. "I mean, if not now, 
when?" 
The fair and MAKE maga1.ine 
arc two of several resources (eHou,. 
com is another chat comes to mind) 
that have recently emerged to meet 
a growing demand for sustainable, 
intelligent and accessible 
rechnolog)', encourag ing people 
to reuse and repair what rhey have 
rather than add to rhe growing pile 
of electronic crash being generated 
today. The intent seems to be to 
open up the black box so we can see 
what's inside, understand it and thus 
control it. 
MA KE started on line at 1110/eezjnt. 
co1J1, which is where Charles first 
saw it. After checking it out, he 
started subscribing co the magazine. 
The most recent edition featured 
instructions for outfitting a radio-
controlled plane with an autopilot, 
bt1ilding a robotic brain and 
designing "a bicyclist's vest that 
shows how fast you're going". 
(1/IIVl11.mai"eJJJ01Hensj11nd.ortJ, which 
supports women's health and 
business enterprises. Marsha has 
been a board member for five years. 
The auction included 51 paintings, 
photographs, and other artwork 
donated by local artists Jane 
Banquer, Carol Cartier, Jessica 
George, Jamie Hogan, NanC)' 
Nash, Claudia \Vhitman and 
Diane Wieneke, and all were given 
names. Some were quick ones like 
"scribble" and "curl". The longest 
was "You are in the tunnel and I am 
by myself" for a black-and-white 
photograph by Jessica George. 
Claudia Whitman, who provided 
four mixed-media prints from 
her most recent show, is also an 
investigator for an organization 
that seeks to overtu rn convictions 
in cases where the person is actually 
innocent of the crime. 
She was particularly excited 
that day to h ave just received the 
results from new DNA tests for a 
man who was doing life for some 
heinous crime. The sentence was 
being overturned as a result of the 
cescs, which proved chat he was 
At his home where we talked, 
Charles pointed out the roomy 
workshop tbat his father built 
b ehind their house (Will is an 
architect). " Here we have, like, all 
these tools and such for building 
things, and I've kind of been like, 
'Hmm, what can I build?"' Jl,,lAKE 
magazine showed him what. 
"Charles found one [cditionj that 
had a swinging bookcase," said his 
father, so they got the materia ls 
together and built one of their 
own. "It took a year to make," \'(fill 
added. 
At Maker Faire Charles saw "some 
really cool stuff'. He and his father 
spent rwo days wandering around 
the San Mateo fairgrounds. Bicycles 
were one of the main attractions (in 
fact, the whole MAKE iliing seems 
to have a green bent co it, including 
the use of recycled materials). 
Charles said he saw two giant 
bicycle tires "that were like 15 
feet long" with sears mounted in 
between that people could sit in 
and pedal. There was also a kiddie 
swing, "like, you know those swings 
that you sit in them and they raise 
up and start going around fast," 
only this was powered b)' people 
pedaling bicycles. Someone else 
had a bike with a dragon's head on 
the front and a little propane tank 
attached so that when it was pedaled 
flames would spit ouc. 
People at the fair were apparently 
not interested in selling their ideas 
or getting their inventions mass-
produced. "It's just something for 
you," said Charles, "and then you 
share it with od,er people, and then 
they can do it themselves." 
Charles said he is now ready to 
start experimenting with micto-
controllers, "wh ich are what 
control, li ke, everything chat is 
electronic - almost. It's the root of a 
robot, basically." He may find all he 
needs at the transfer station. 
For a good overview of emerging 
open source technology, explore 
che technology section of 
JJJJJJW. rrx/tutboo111. roq,. 
At home with Charles Winkelman, ei:plaining his interest in open-$0urct technology 
during an interview on the dee:k in his backyar<l. 
su.ffpboto 
innocent, and she expected him co 
be released any day. She said that 
for years the prosecutors claimed 
that the evidence against him had 
been lost, but once the new results 
came in they suddenly found them 
again. le had taken nearly 10 years 
to convince someone to perform 
the tes ts. He had been wrongly 
convicted and~ prison 24 years. 
Claudia said that in the U.S. she· 
be! ieves 10 percent to 15 percent 
of deacl1-row inmates are actually 
innocent and that the percentage 
is probably higher for non-capitol 
offenses. 
Marsha Greenberg (riiht) during the auction near the illustration "Goddess Surfer" 




Wind Power on Peaks 
An OldideaMadeNew 
BY KlM MACISAAC 
FIFTI-1 MAINE MUSEUM CURATOR 
Think wind power on Peaks is a 
new idea? Think again. During the 
latter decades of the 20th century at 
least two windmills were in use by 
members of the Trefethen fami ly. At 
Trefethen Landing Captain William 
S. Trefethen (portrait top left) erected 
a windmill adjacent to his fish house 
and coal shed (top right). That site 
is now the location of the TEIA 
clubhouse (known as the Dayburn 
Casino by lon1;1,-time islanders). 
The Captatn's daughter Harr iet 
(bottom right) and her husband 
Robert Skillings bui lt a w indmill at 
their home. Oak Cottage, on Pleasant 
Avenue (bottom left). The "cottage•· 
was, in reality, a large farmhouse 
surrounded by extensive gardens. 
Harriet and other family members 
operated the cottage as a popular 
summer inn for many decades where 
boarders enjoyed the freshest of fruits 
and vegetables from the cottage's 
gardens. The original farmhouse is 
now home to the Peaks Island Baptist 
Church. 
Like present day islanders our 
forebears embraced new technologies 
and conveniences to help make their 
lives easier and more comfortable. No 
doubt, they would approve of today's 
efforts to, once again, harness wind 
power on Peaks Island. 
What goes around, 
comes around ... 
especially on an island 
BY JO ISRAELSON 
When I return to Maine, I mark the 
beginning of summer with the start 
of Peaks Fest - specifically the Giant 
Yard Sale held on the lawn of the 
American Legion. 
Last year, I was "volunteered" to 
organize tables and price items. I am 
a clutter-buster by trade and therefore 
it's a safe bet to put me in charge of 
sorting. I am never tempted to buy 
ANYTHING. 
So I emptied countless boxes filled 
with family junk, kitsch and treasure: 
unwanted wedding gifts, clothing, 
shoes, toys, light houses and lobsters. 
I revisited decorating trends from 
the 1960s to the 1990s, and puzzled 
over rusted tools and unusual kitchen 
ware. 
Customers began to gather, and in 
an attempt to circumvent the crowd I 
wedged myself between a sofa-and-
chair set. As I slid along the back of 
the sofa, I heard a voice say, "Buy it." 
But I don't need it, I thought (I was 
house-sitting a fully furnished home). 
However, like the proverbial devil 
on my shoulder the voice persisted, 
"Buy it. It's a great deal!" But it needs 
reupholstering and I don't have my 
tools with me. "But the money will 
support the fuel fund." But what will 
I do with it at the end of the summer? 
"You'll figure something out." 
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So I bought the set, deciding that 
would afford me membership in 
the long standing tradition of island 
recycling. 
Recycling has been a part oflife on 
Peaks long before the current trend 
got started. Whole cottages have 
been dismantled and reconstructed 
somewhere else. One has windows 
salvaged from a World War JI 
barracks and a floor made out of a 
strategic planning map abandoned by 
the military. The contents of another 
were procured from the dump and 
another's from the side of the road. 
I hauled my new chair and sofa to 
the home I was house-sitting and put 
them on the porch. They fit perfectly. 
A few weeks later, I was at the St. 
Christopher Church sale examining 
some old drapery fabric when a voice 
appeared in my ear once again saying, 
"Buy it." This time I didn't even 
bother to argue. The yardage was 
exactly what T needed, and I figured 
now I would be recycling old drapery 
material as well. 
I began the reupholstering process 
which necessi tated additional 
searches for fabric at other yard sales. 
Eventually the owner returned and 
my house-sitting ended, so I had to 
move and so did my furniture. 
I actually ended up moving a total of 
six times that summer, and each time 
I was accompanied by the chair, sofa, 
and fabric. At each new place, I had 
to find a way to fit my island finds 
into the existing structure and cottage 
decor. 
October arrived which signaled the 
end of my Peaks sta_x. With no place 
to store the living room suite and no 
way to transport it home, I resolved to 
sellitalongwith the remaining fabric. 
I created a wonderful ad and headed 
to the bulletin board to tack it up, but 
as l perused the other ones there I saw 
the following notice: "Desperate: In 
need of sofa and chair. Please call." 
When I did, the familiar voice of 
someone I'd met my first day on the 
island answered the phone and said 
she'd accept responsibility for the care 
and feeding of my living room set. 
l n February, she called back to say 
she was moving and wanted to know 
what to do with the furniture. I was 
600 miles from Maine. My plans 
to redo ir and reuse it gave way 10 
practicality and I told her 10 sell it. 
This year, as summer approached J 
advertised for housing on Peaks once 
again and made an appointment to 
visit a potential living space. I walked 
around examining rhc house and 
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storage shed I found my sofa and 
chair! This woman had bought rhem 
hoping to reupholster them, but life 
had interrupted her plans as well. 
My sofa, my chair, my fabric and 
I were reunited the week before 
PeaksFesr 2009, which I volunteered 
for again. But this time rather 
than organize tables I transported 
donations. 
Among the vanloads of items I 
collected was an end table painted the 
exact color of the suite. Yes, I bought 
it, and an old sewing machine as well. 
The reupholstering is proceeding 
- slowly - and should be completed 
by the time I leave the island, but 
if I need another foster home for 
furniture PeaksFest is nine months 
away. I have learned that what goes 
around DEFINITELY comes 
around, especially on Peaks Island. 
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Aiding 
Zimbabwe 
BY KEVIN A TTRA 
"None of us wanced to come back." 
said Peaks Island resident Joyce 
Perron, a pediatric nurse at d ie Maine 
Medical Cemer who spent three weeks 
!a~t spnng at an orphanage in Harare, 
Zimbabwe. 
of their friends and neighbors donated 
materials for the excursion. LL Beans 
e,·en donated 20 duffel bags to che 
effort. 
At the orphanage water and 
elecmcity were sporadic at best. "You 
never knew if you were going to have 
power; you never knew if you were 
going to have water." 
In the group, website developer Mark 
Lermon (and bassist for che local band 
Twisted Roots) worked with his father 
to bring Ill electricity and install a water 
filtration system. The water supply 
u~ed by the orphanage was with in a 
kilometer of a polluted river t hought 
to be the source of a local cholera 
epidemic. "Mark was really the sav ior 
of the children," said Joyce. 
From March 8 to April 1 she \\'Orked 
wirh sLx other volunteers from the 
Portland area to improve the health 
care and lh•mg conduions at the New 
Start Children's Home, created and run 
by pubhc health physician Celine Farag 
and his wife, Grace, both in their 80s 
for children whose parents were killed 
by disease or other causes. 
T hese a.rt children in the elementary school next co the orphanage. in Harare 
where Joyce worked in March. One who fell off a truck was treated by Joyce for 
three weeks, which was bow she got t0 know the kids. 
photo by Joyce Perron 
Cholera and A IDS are rampant in the 
country, along with tuberculosis and 
malnutrition. "A lot of the kids were 
incred ibly malnourished," she said, 
"because ther were eating basically 
corn o r anything they could pull up out 
of the g round" 
When Joyce arrived, about 60 
children and 16 infams were living 
there. Two more infants got d ropped 
off before she left. 
For nearly a decade Zimbabwe 
has been in social and economic 
crisis. There is reportedly widespread 
poverty due to hyperin fl ation: The 
official an nual inflation rate went from 
32 percent in 1998 to 133 percent in 
2004, 585 percent in 2005, more than 
_1000 percent in 2006, 26,000 percent 
tn November 2007 to 11.2 million 
percent in 2008. 
The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe 
routinely prints money co fund the 
deficit and now the International 
Monetary Fund has cur off aid until 
the economy becomes s table. "The 
Zimbabwe money is being used as 
toilet paper essentially," said Joyce. 
Robert Mugabe, the nation's president 
since 1987, is accused of political fraud 
and corruption. His re.election in June 
2008 was internationall)' condemned 
~s "severely flawed", which only added 
1mperus to an al readi• massive exodus 
of people from the country. "All the 
inte lligen tsia have fled ," she said, 
taking the schools, hospitals and other 
professional services with them. 
When the University of Zimbabwe 
closed, the clinic at the orphanage 
was lefc with rwo medical students 
who couldn't finish school. "They 
can't get out of the country. The 
universiry will not give them any of 
t heir grades or their transcripts, so 
t her can't go anywhere else to finish 
t heir education," she said. "They're 
essentially stuck there." 
Jor,ce (riP,1r) sitting on Drombo Sboba, a banging rock and sacred site for the Shon• 
mbe, wtth Dan_iel on her lap, Angistar (left) wants to Ma nurse. She is holding ll• 
month·old Maribell whose oge 1s only a guess as many of the kids blrthdates and place 
are unknown. They ar~ also malnurished, with akin diseases, rickets and orange,kin 
.. a symptom of protein malnutrition. 
photo by Joyce Perron 
Joyce and the others lived at the 
orphanage. She woke each da)' around 
5 a.m. to the sound of cow bells, then 
headed into the clinic co renovate and 
restock the pharmacy for a few hours 
~ patients starred arriving. "M)' job, 
bas,cally, was ripping apart the clinic 
and helping the medical srudencs rreac 
patients," she said. "They would see 
anyone who walked through the door. 
" We had peo ple bringing their 
grandparems in wheelbarrows from 
3 and 4 kilometers away." Lacking 
the necessary equipment to ma ke 
u(rrasound or x-ray examinations, they 
diagnosed pancnts based on physical 
examinations of their cuticles, thumb 
prints, skin condition and hair growt h, 
something American nurses get little 
practice doing. " It was very difficult 
for me;' said Joyce. 
Most med ical supplies at the clinic 
were expired - some dating to World 
War II · but importing medicine into 
the country was apparently fruitless 
because it gets delayed at the border 
until it expires, so the volunteers 
decided to bring what they needed 
withrhem. 
It cost Jorce Sl ,500 to get there, and 
ano~hcr $2,000 in medical supplies and 
equipment which got stuffed into eight 
duffel bags. Others brought infam 
formula and food, art supplies for the 
kids, tools, wire, "you know, anything 
we thought could be useful. 
"We all contributed differem 
amounts of money, we all took a hir b,· 
going for a month without pay." Many 
T he AIDS crisis also runs deep. A 
large proportion of the population 
1s Agnostic, which Joyce said in 
Zimbabwe means they are polygamous. 
Joyce said they also believe thac if an 
HIV positive man sleeps with a virgin 
he will be cured, " therefore t hey are 
spreading the scourge of HIV through 
Zimbabwe." 
The team plans to go back next 
March, but Joyce said she probably 
won't be able to go with chem t his 
time. She wanes to arrange a longer 
leave of absence in order to spend at 
lease 4 to 6 months there. ' 'Although 
v.:e thought we were doing a lot, by the 
ume we got done there we realized 
ic was like putting a band aid on an 
arteria I bleeding." 
She said two or dlfCC buildings were 
still under construction when they left, 
and renovation of the pharmacy was 
not finished. 
But they also d iscovered that the 
children can sing • "the boys have 
these incredible bass voices" - so they 
recorded them and plan co produce 
a CD to gencracc money for the 
children'scduwtion. 
" I am determined to go back " she 
~id. ' 
The we/,sift wu,u,dela"ryshearl.org, 111t1s 
mated spuijiral!J'far this projert by Mark 
Le11110n and l..a11m F11/ler, uilose 9:)•tar·old 
da11ghur died.fro111 hMrt disMJt. D011atio11J 
of111011!J and s11pplies can be 111at!e tbroll!,h tht 
u~bnte to ht!p wlmiktrs rt/111'71 iJJ Marth. 
Peaks Island Baptist Church 
Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and 
the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me. 
John 14:6 
235 Ple,11antA1,e., Peaks Island, .ME 04108, 766.)037, = .Pilx.infa 
' 
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Current Financial Tides 
WHAT ABOUT 
BONDS? 
BY JOYCE CASSIDY O 'R EILLY 
first, the Whar. Simply stated, a bond is 
a promise to repay the principal amount 
lo•ned to the issuer on a specified date 
(the maturity date), a long with incerest 
(coupons). Stocks and bonds arc both 
securities, but unlike stocks, a bond 
docs not convey any ownership rights in 
the underlying entity, and the investor is 
rherefore a creditor of the entity issuing 
the bond. 
T here is a wide range of entities (or 
commonly fixed until m•turity, so,ne 
bonds have rates that float or are indexed 
to a specified imerest "'" that reflec ts 
the overall market for bonds o f a certain 
maturity and credit rating. 
Other aero-coupon bonds arc issued at 
a d iscount or below their par value, with 
the interes, effecth•ely h<eing rolled up and 
paid at maturity. I nflation-linkcd bonds, 
like the popular Treasury Inflation-
Protected Securities (TlPS) issued by the 
U.S. ~ovemrnem, have both the principal 
and interes t amounts linked to the 
inflanon rate. 
Market Price - the amount paid to 
purchase a bond. This is influenced by 
many factors, mcluding current interest 
Bonds are an often overlooked, yet essential 
compcment of your investment portfolio. 
bouowers) including public corporations, 
municipal cncicics, various state authorities 
(e.g., the Maine State Housing Authority 
and the M.aine Municipal B=I Bank) and 
the U.S. Treasury. The issuer determines 
whether the interest paid to investors is 
caxable or c.ax-exempt. 
KC)' clemcnt5 of a bond arc: 
Face, princip2.l, or nomio~J amount ~ 
che amoum char must be paid back br tbe 
issuer of the bond. and the amoum on 
which imerest is calculated. 
Jssue price - rhc price paid when first 
issued t0 iD\-escors. 
Maturity date - the date when the full 
pnnc1pal amount 1s repaid, t)•pically 
ranging from o ne to 30 years. (U.S. 
Treasuries are caUed bills i f less than one 
ye-ar, notes 1f between one and 10 )rears. 
and bonds if greater than 10 years). 
Coupon - the inrerc~r rare- paid. While 
All rates quoted are examples only. 
Figures are rounded to tl1e nearest dolbr. 
Are YouMaking 
the Most ofYour 
Money: 
BYNICOL.EEVANS 
Nicole Ewm is a Prqject Director with 
CAIH Greater Portland, a partnership 
of community leaders ana indu1try 
experts manaf{ed by United Way that 
enable1 (am'.lits and individual1 in 
Cumberland County lo achieve financial 
stability_. She can be contacted at 
,uwm"@>unitedwaygp.org 
rates compared to the rntc at issuance. 
the t ime until marurit) and I he jssuer't. 
crcditwonhincss. 
For instance,• 10-year 5 percent bond 
issued three years ago must be priced at 
a level today to compensate the rnvestor 
for holding that bond if mterest rates have 
moved up or down after issuance. 
Bonds arc traded 10 decenuali2ed over-
the-counter market5 rather than on a stock 
exchange, and dealers charge a spread 
based o n the difference between rhe "bid" 
or purchase price paid by one investor and 
the "ask" or sale price paid to the seller 
rather than a commission. 
Dealers also charge spreads because 
they assume rhe risk for holding bonds. 
Ask how bonds arc priced - spreads are 
nor regulated and can ,ary widely. A o ne 
pcrcem to two percent markup is generally 
:iccepubfe for a re1 ail buyer. 
Quality, o r credu nsk of the issuer -
This often-overlooked aspect of bond 
investing has received much focus in the 
T he following stare >nd fede ra l 
programs will put more moncr in vour 
pockets - do you qualif)'? 
Maine Properry Tax and Rent 
Refund 
This year's Mame Property Tax and Rem 
Refund, or "C1rcuit Breaker", application 
is now available. It allows you to rcccivc a 
partial refund on your property tax or rent 
p:ud in 2008. 
You may qualify fora refund if: 
You have a spou.'IC or dependent(s) and 
your 2008 household income was $81,850 
orless.i or 
- You do noc have a spouse or 
depcndem(s) and yonr 2008 household 
income was S6 I ,400 o r le<.s; 
AND 
- Your 2008 property tax was more than 
4 percent of your 2008 hou,chold rncome; 
or 
- The rem you paid 1n 2008 "-as more 
chan 20 pcrcem of vour 2008 household 
income. 
Please note tb.2.t you do nor need to meet 
rhesc rcyuirements if you are a stnior 
w11h a spouse or depend•nt(s) and your 
household income is l>elow SP,200, or 
bclow$13,900 if you are single or wtthom 
depcndcnt(s). 
Applications will be accepted until l's-lay 
31, 2010, and are avait.ble at the Peaks 
Island Library, Portland City Hall, or 
by calling rhe Seate offices at 626-8475. 
Applications can also be downloaded 
from: www.maine.gov/ttvcnue/taxrelief/ 
homepage.html, or completed online. 
If you 11eed assistance completing an 
application, p lease contact me at 874-1000 
ext 326, or email 11etx111,@I111iteduY!Jg/J.r,,g 
current economic climate. Obligations of 
rhe U.S. Treasury (considered to carry the 
lease risk o f any bonds) are backed by the 
full faith of the U.S. government, which 
has 1he ulri1nate power to "create" money 
as issuer of the world's reserve currency. 
Se,·cral agencies provide credit ratings 
of bond issuers, with Standard & Poor 
and :Moody's being the most frequently 
used. Bonds are generally classified into 
two groups: "i nvestment grade" bonds 
and "junk" bonds. The term junk refers 
to bonds with S&P's ratings below BBB 
and/or .Moody's ratings below Baa. (The 
ratings of several Portune 500 fums went 
&om investment grade to junk ma matter 
of days last fall.) 
\'(lhy buy bonds? There arc fo·c primary 
reasons. When held to maturity, bonds 
arc effective in preserving the principal. 
The)· can also be used lO save for a 
<pecific need, such as a college education 
(savings bonds). Expen<e matching 
(unmunizatioo) is aclucvcd when a future 
need for cash is expected and is matched 
in amoum and timing with the purchase 
of aero coupon bonds. Boch individuals 
and businesses use the pred ictable 
income stream characrerisnc of bonds co 
fund future expenses in their long r,ngc 
planning. 
Bonds p lay a key role in achieving 
portfolio diversification Ix-cause of the1r 
generally negative Ol' 1nversr correlation 
to srocks. For example, during periods 
of inflation stock prices of companies 
may rise, which can increase prices on 
rhcir products or services; however, the 
ongoing ,-alueof • fixed coupon rate from 
a prt..-iously issued bond may fall. 
In addition, the predictable and steady 
income produced from a bond will 
smomh price fluctuations in scoc.k prices, 
again, lowering the portfolio's volatility or 
ycar~co year price moYemenc. 
Who should invest in bonds? Most 
investors will benefir from exposure 10 
bonds, whether hdd direccly or through a 
Federal Making Work Pay Tax 
Credit 
flarhcr chis year, the federal "Making 
Work Pay" tax credit gave most working 
indi,•1duals a $400 increase in their 
paycheck, and Social Sccuriry recipients 
a $250 increase in benefits. This credit 
was creared to keep more money in our 
pockets m 2009, but may have placed 
the follo"-ing individuals in a higher tax 
bracket, increasing rhe chance of owing 
money co the I RS when filing a 2009 
federal tax returo: 
- Married households where each 
spouse received a S400 increase in their 
paychecks; 
Mult1ple job-holders who received a 
S400 mcn-a,c in each paycheck; 
- Working Social Security recipients who 
bond index or bond mutual fund. Consult 
your financial advisor to determine how 
much of your portfolio should be allocated 
to this essential yec ofcen overlooked 
investment class. 
ln&estment prod,"ts and asuls htld in a 
fid11ciary acro11111 are no/ deposils or other 
obligation,, art not guaruntrtd by Main, Bank 
& T mst, a di1isio11 of Ptq,le's U11i11d Bank, on 
,wt in,,md i!)• th, FDIC, /,y d'!J olhtr govrrn111t11t 
agenty, orb.)' />,opl,'s Unittd Bank or n"l of ils 
aff,liate.r, and ""!Y k,,e value. 
!oyce Cassidy_ O'Rtilly is Stni(/1' Vire 
P-residenf tma Wealth Management 
Advisor at Maine Bank & Trust, 
with o'Ver 30 years of experience in 
the financial industry. Her primary_ 
.f!cus is e11abli11}( indi'Viduals ana 
families to integr_ale penonal goal1 with 
their wealth through client-centric 
(Oordination o(fin_ancial planninf{, tax 
and estate pfanmng, an'd tnveslment 
management. She can be contacted al 
W'W'W.tnainebank.com. 
recctvcd an additional $250in benefits and 
2 S400 increase in a paycheck; 
\'forking pensioners who received ft 
$400 1ncre<ise in their paychecks; or 
- Dcpenuen1s who received a S400 
mcrcasc 10 their paychecks. 
To make sure you are having enough 
federal taxes wtth held from your pay, 
please contact your employer{s) and ask 
them to ev•luate your federal income tax 
withholding, a nd make adjustmenrs on 
federal form W-4 for the remainder of the 
year. For more information, visit the I RS 
\Vcb site at: www.irs.gov and seJecr rhe 
he•ding "Tax Benefits of the American 
Recovery and Reuwestment Acr of2009". 
Then refer to the "Making Work Pay Tax 
Cted1t." If you did not receive the credit 
and ,·ou qualify )'OU will be able to claim ir 
on rour 2009 tax return. 
DISTINCTIVE HOMES FOR DISCERNING PEOPLE 
f0 .lcfia11cl 
fl~alty 
KIRK GOODHUE A LYCE A. BAUERLE JILL KEEFE 
LAURIE WILDES DEB HANNA 
------ - · 
PEAKS ISLAND PoRnAND LONG ISLAND 
• • • 
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Lyme Disease on Peaks: Risk of Infection Unknown , Consequences Can Be Major 
The prevalence of Lyme disease -
bearing black-legged ticks (aka "deer 
ticks") on Peaks Tsland is not known. 
Neither the state nor the city collect data 
that would shed light on the number of 
infected ticks on Peaks. It is therefore 
not possible to assess the chance of an 
infection acquired in the course of one's 
daily doings. But, while the probability 
of getting the disease is indeterminate, 
the consequences can be life-changing -
a fact that makes taking steps to prevent 
Lyme disease a no-brainer. 
In February, a Maine Center for 
Disease Control report to the state 
legislature claimed that in 2008 the 
number of confirmed and probable 
cases jn Maine's most affected· counties 
increased by 57 J>erccnt from 2007, with 
more than half of those cases in York and 
Cumberland counties. 
The report also stated that nearly 
60 percent of those infected had the 
"characteristic expanding rash", which 
was the ooly major symptom among 
some 46 percent of those diagnosed . 
Approximately 33 percent had joint 
swdlingand 9 percent had Bells Palsy. 
A source interviewed for this article 
said, on the basis of his own experience, 
"Left untreated, a few days of flu-like 
symptoms are f~ll~wed br. remission. 
After an uncertain mtcrva, sometimes 
as Jong as ten years, the full effect of the 
disease is manifest. 
• Lyme is related to syphilis and has 
many of the same effects," he added. 
\.Yhcn diagnosed correctly, treatment is a 
two-w~k course of antibiotics; however, 
the disease mimics other conditions and 
I 
Frederick "Fred" Craig Clark, 73 
Frederick "Fred" Craig Clark ended 
his life journey on Aug. 19 at home in 
Cheshire, Connecticut. When he was 
diagnosed wich pancreatic cancer, 
Fred focused his li fe oo fi nish ing 
projects a nd seeking ways to make the 
remainder of his life meaningful. He 
felt he had lived a happy, full ljfe, He 
will be greatly missed by his family and 
many friends. 
BY HENRY MYERS 
WITHCONTRIBUTIONSBYKEVINATTRA 
is readily misdiagnosed, witl1 sometimes The five expert op ,n,ons in the 
d isastrous results. "My favorite course of anicle did not agree on whether it is the 
action," said the source, "if even in the population of deer or of mice that is the 
slightest doubt, pound on your doctor's true harbinger of the tick population, 
desk until he or she prescribes a full two nor on how to eradicate the problem. 
weeksofDoxycycline." Solutions ranged from culling deer to 
That Lyme di sease is a big a nd introducing animals thatpreyonm.iceor 
puzzling deal is made clear by even a that kill black-legged ticks. 
cursory scan of recent discussions in The experts' statements and apparent 
the radio and print media. The Maine inconsistencies therein brought forth 
Public Broadcasting Network ran a story 363 comments containing anecdotal 
in a July 8 radio news broadcast that said information (the overall accu racy of 
there were 900 conformed and probable wh ich is challenged by some experts) 
cases in the state according to the Maine that painted a much darker picture than 
CDC, while in the same story it said Dr. the one conveyed by the 2009 Maine 
Bea Szantyr, a Lincoln-based physician CDC report to the legislature. 
who specializes in educati ng people Sa id one reader, "In my view, 
about Lyme disease, believed the number the comments do not adequately 
could be as high as 10,000. communicate the full degree of the 
The Maine CDC ascribes at least part public health risk that Lyme disease 
of the apparent disconnect between these presents, in all its forms." 
estimates to a large number of cases being "What might be more valuable than 
unreported. The MPBN rcpon quoteil having the opin ions of five academics 
Dr. Szantyr as saying that d.ia~nos,s "is a on the subject of ticks directed to us, 
big problem for many doctors. . is for them to speak to each other," 
OnJuly27, the NewYorkTimesran an wrote another. "Their views are oddly 
on-line article called "More Ticks, More dispara te, somewhat al armist, and 
Misery?" (query at: room(ordebate. devoid of any evidence that they have a 
biogs. nyti mes. com/200 9/07 /271 useful public health strategy for us." 
more-tuk.s-more-misery?) featuring T hese comments provide a sense of 
a panel of CXJ>Crts who aiscussed the what is widely viewed as the fuzzy nature 
question, "is the tick problem getti ng of purported facts, of what a Lyme-
worse, or does it just seem that way at infected person must confront and of 
this time every year?". According to t he how to deal with the disease should it 
editors, "the public as a whole has been strike. 
ineffective in dealing with the plague of The u nsurprising and clear lesson 
black-legged (deer) ticks, whicn spread emerging from all tn is is that the best 
Lyme disease, a problem linked to, way to deal with the Lyme bug is to 
among other things, the overpopulation minimize the p robability of infection. 
of deer, which the ticks feed on.• As the New York T imes ed itors wrote 
n M e 
Fred was born May 15, ·1936, 
ordained as a minister of the Un ited 
Methodist Church in 1962, and served 
parishes 10 1\-lonroe, Bloomfield , 
and Southington, CT for 22 years. 
At Bloomfield, he ministered to a 
d iYerse congregation a nd expanded 
their min istry into the community. 
At Southington, be helped develop a 
vibrant youth m inistry, cncouragtng 
their faith, leadership skills, and joyful 
living. 
Retiring early from pastoral min istry, 
he became a licensed psychotherapist 
providing individual and g roup 
counseling for 28 rears. He was active 
in the International Transactional 
Analysis Association, helping p lan 
numerous regiona l conferences 
a n d concnbuting se,·eral arricles 
for publication in the TA Journal. 
Thro ughout his career, he conti nued 
to srudr and develop his counseling 
skills and taught others through h is 
study group and college courses. Fred 
m 0 r 
volu ntecred as a patient advocate with 
the CT Ombudsman program for the 
elderly. 
In 2005 he donated over three acres 
of his property on Peaks Island to the 
island's land preservauon trust, which 
became known as Clark's Woods (see 
Tsland Times Aug. 2009). 
Fred felt blessed to have rune to both 
express his love and appreciation to 
others for their contributions to his life 
and to receive hundreds of messages 
expressing g ratitude and love for him. 
I le is remembered for his sense of 
hurnor,gentleness, wisdom,generosity, 
singing and playing his washtub bass, 
unconditional acceptance of al l, and 
passion for justice. He was a raconteur 
with an extro,•erced personality that 
put even strange.rs at ease. 
Fred grew up in Baldwin, NY. He 
graduated from Oberlin College and 
received his Master of Divinity fro m 
Yale Divinity School. He is survived 
by his wife and friend of 50+ years, 
in their introduction, "Fighting back 
involves a lot of individua1 strategies: 
tucking pant legs in socks, using bug 
spray (while hating it), obsessively iloing 
full-body checks at the end of a summer 
day and building deer fences." (More 
information on prevention can be found 
in the February 2009 Maine CDC report 
to the ~islaturc at: www.maine.gov/ 
dhhslreport.tllymerep_ort.pdj) 
In view of the critical ti mmg in getting 
medical aid , there should be a plan for 
where to go in the event of a tick bite. 
It is important to establish whether 
one's physician is willing and able to 
respond quickly with an assessment and 
treatment. Does the physician's office 
have procedures whereby a tick bite can 
be examined and antibiotics prescribed 
on short notice? If not, what does the 
physician recommend should the need 
arise? 
There is a message here for Portland's 
puhlic health officials, too. Knowledge 
of the prevalence of Lyme-bearing ticks 
would enhance public awareness of the 
threat which would stimulate a taking of 
preventive actions, thereby reducing the 
likelihood ofa j>CCSOn's being infected. In 
light of Lyme cl isease's impact upon the 
quality of life and the economic burden 
that it imposes, a Peaks Island tick 
survey would be well worth the cost. As 
one commenter of the New York Times 
article said, "We need to support better 
testing and treatment immediately, and 
not just because it's the season to talk 
ticks.· 
y 
Harriet Jcffci:s "Jeff' (Reynolds) Clack; 
by son Donald Gardner Clark, his wife 
Elinor and their sons Jeffrey and Reed; 
b)' daughte r Amy Elizabeth (Clark) 
Frederick, her husband Grc-gorr and 
daughter Jennifer and son Kyle; and 
br son Frede rick "Rick" T homas 
Clark, wife _Mjchelle Cheeseman and 
daughter Soraya. He was the son of tlie 
late Frank L. and Ina Evans Clari<. I le 
\l'llS predeceased in 1976 hr his brother 
Frank E. Clark. 
A Celebration of L, fe was held on 
Saturdar, Aug. 29 at 2 p.m. at the 
Cheshire United Methodist Church, 
205 Academy Road with a reception 
following in the fellowship hall. His 
ashes will be scattered ar h is beloved 
Peaks Island at a late r date. In lieu 
of flowers, Fred asks that you send 
donations to t he Juvenile Diabetes 
Research Foundation (JDRF) 
designated to "Jennifer's Journer" at 
2969 Wh itney Avenue, Hamden, CT 
06518-2565. 
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The Gem FALL 2009 SHOW 
SCHEDULE: Opening Thursday Sept. 
3, at 5 p_m, recent "'-orks by Peaks Island 
artists Betsy Stout, Christine Cassidy 
and Mary Lavendier Myers, through 
Wednesday, Sept. 9. 
Oct. 9 to Oct. 15: Suzanne Parrott, fibre 
arts. 
The artist/craftsperson cooperative 
includes over 25 year-round and seasonal 
individuals in the varied media of 
painting, drawi ng, sculpture, pottery, 
jewelry, photography, printmaking, 
assemblage, fiber arts and writing. The 
gallery mission is to "share and sell fine 
art and contemporary crafts and to reach 
out and create an inviting, professional, 
friendly space that shares, educates, and 
celebrates art." Solo and small group 
exhibitions change weekly and bi-weekly 
from June through October with larger 
themed member shows off-season and 
a holiday sale each year. Please call t he 
gallery at 5600 for more information. 
A.t the Dodwel l Opening 
Thursday, Sept13 through November: 
ASSORTED TAPESTRIES, all 
formats; weaving, chair seats, quilting, 
rug hooking, knitting, needlepoint 
&. basketry. Our glass case will also 
feamre miniature editions and tapestry 
tools. The Library adds a display of 
complimentary texts to enhance the 
gallery theme. 
For future note, our December-January 
sharing will be about wood, What Wood 
Would! For more information, please 
contact Maggie Carle at 766-2940 or 
visit www.1f/.aJ!:f;1ecark.com. 
T he Dodwell Gallery is located 
on Gorham Avenue, Long Island , 
between the Community Library and 
the elementary school, and has featured 
over 100 Maine artists from the Casco 
Bay islands and other areas. Host of the 
annual Long lsland A rt & Soul Exhibit 
and special shows during the Wharf 
Festival. Open everyday, during library 
hou rs, http:I/Library.long-island.lib. 
me. us. Phone 766-2530. 
Addison-\Voolley Redux 
Addison Woolley will not be having a 
show in September while some work is 
being done on the space. h1 October we 
will open for the Firs\ Friday Art Walk 
with The Elements Series: \Vater, which 
will run through the following Friday. 
Each month a new show opens during 
the first Friday Art Walk and remains on 
view for one week, from I p. m. to 5 p. m. 
until the following Satunlay. The exhibits 
are also displayed in our virtual gallery at 
www.adJ;sc,nwoolJc1.com throughout each 
month. Galler) director, Susan Porter. 
For more information contact 450-8499. 
Pl'r1\-EA The annual Spaghetti 
Dinner hosted by the Peaks Island 
Land Preserve will be held on 
Thursday, Oct. 8 at the Brackett 
Church Hall. There will be two 
seatings: 5 pm and 6:30 pm. Dinner 
includes salad, spaghetti with meat or 
vegetarian sauce, garlic bread, coffee 
or soft drinks and dessert. Prices 
are $7 for adults and $4 for children 
and seniors. If you're interested in 
volunteering to help cook, serve, or 




~lusic at the Inn Every Wednesday, Dave Gagne and Tori Morrill 
play at the Inn on Peaks in the Pub from 7:30 pm to 10:30 pm. Folk, 
Reggae. Rock & originals. 
$1aff photo above of an Optt1 i\,fic al the. Inn in ]11/J. 
The Fifth 1\il aiue Carmen 
the Mopera starr ing Julie Goell on 
Saturday. Sept. 12 at 7 pm. Donation $ I 0 
for adu lts, $8 for seniors and children. 
Backstage at the opera, a passionately 
imaginative cleaning woman u~es her 
arsenal of cleaning supplies to put on her 
own zany rendition of 8i7.et's Carmen. 
Comedienne Julie Goel! comhines 
physical comedy with a superb mezzo 
soprano ,•oice in t his uplifting romp 
through the sacred cows of opera. It is the 
mop of the deaning woman that gives this 
new form its quirky name, "mopera". 
Sonaw riters by the Sea 
Saturcfay Sept. 19 at 7:30 pm, Phil 
Daligan will host the last concert for this 
season. Featured will be Joe Iada,na and 
his Beautiful Band. Sharing the njght 
is the liquid voke and social conscience 
of Lara Herscovitch, who was named 
Connecticut State Troubadour 2009-
2010. She recently appeared on Prairie 
Home companion with Garrisson Keiler. 
Phil Daligan and Ju He Goel! host the 
show. Donation: SlO, children free.For 
more information, call Phil at 766 4421, 
oremail: pdidigan@mainr.rr.rom. 
Tbt' Eight}1 )'[ ~LiD(' is a 
living museum and lodge built in 
1891, providing accomodations for 
individuals and-families. Cook your 
own meals in the spacious dining 
room. Come see what life was like in 
the 1890s. Tours available on request. 
For reservat ions or more information 
call 766-5086. 
phone (5540) or email (peaks@ 
portland.lib.me.us) i f you would 
like to have a program for children 
0-3. 
First Tuesdays Book Discussion 
will meet September 8, w hich is 
the second Tuesday, w hen Peaks 
Island Author Janice Minott will 
be present for a discussion of her 
book, Letters From Kabul, 1966-
1968, a Memoir. 
October 6, the book w ill be Little 
Bee by Chris Oeave. All meetings 
are at 7 pm, in the CommunitY. 
Room. Call (766-5540) or email 
(P.eaks@portland.lib.me.us) the 
library to reserve a book. Plea se 
include your library card n umber. 
The Peaks Island Branch 
Librar y is located at 129 Island 
Ave. in the MacVane Community 
Center. O p e n Tuesdays 2 
pm to 8 pm, Wednesdays 10 
am to 4 pm, Fridays 10 am to 
2 pm, and Saturdays 8 am to 
NOON. Phone 5540. 
Thank You to the Friends of the 
Library for your financial supl'ort 
and your contributions of time 
and talent throus}l this past year. 
We are still hearing rave reVIews 
from the wonderfu l program at 
your annual meeting in August. 
Au thors James Hayman, Chr is 
Hoppin and Catherynne Valenti 
and moderator Patricia Erikson 
September 2009 
provided a n invigora t ing 
evening for an aud ience of over 
60 people. Well done and well 
appreciated! li anyone would like 
to Join the Friends or renew their 
membership, forms are available 
a t the library ($2 individual, $5 
family). 
Portla,nd R<'<'r<'a.tion First 
Monday fun for preschoolers: Every 
mont h in the Commu n ity Room. 
Child ren must be accompanied by an 
adult. Pre-registration not required but 
appreciated. 
On-going recreational programs for 
adults: Mondays and Thursdays, in the 
community room: Indoor Walking/ 
Stretching Gro up (we stay inside 
during the winter) 8: 15- 9:00am; Low 
Impact Aerobics wit h We ights 
(weights are provided): 9:30-10:30 am. 
Tuesday afternoons in the community 
room: Ping Pong (just for fun, no 
lessons/beginners should contact Denise): 
2:00- 4:00pm. Tuesday c,•enings, Pl 
school gym: Adult Basketball, 6:30 
- 8:00 pm/$2 per night. No program 
during school vacation,, holidap, school 
snow days. For more info, contact Denise 
Macaronas, Recreation Programmer. at 
2970, or e-mail: dlm@portlandmaine. 
90v. Additional aL-tivitics and updates can 
be found on island bulletin board,. 
ChildrPns , vorkshon 
Snmnier hours 8 am to 5 Jlm. !HANK 
YOU for supporting all of the PeaksFest 
events! Proceeds from the bake sale, yard 
sale, face painting and cookie sale all 
benefit the PICW! 
Bortle Drive - from Memorial Day-
Labor Day the Peaks Island Children's 
Workshop will be collecting redeemable 
bottles. Please call C hristina Poster at 
221-3445 or Alice Kennedy at 766-0966 
for bottle pick-ups. There will also be 
a barrel for returnables in back of the 
Workshop. 
Communitv J.lood Pantrv: 
At the Children's Workshop, open to t'be 
island community Monday thru Friday, 
7:30am-6pm, and the first Saturday 
of each month. For assistance and 
delivery contact the ·workshop, 2854; 
St. Christopher's Parish, 2585; Rev. Desi 
Larson, 5013; Pa.tor Beau Boyle, 3037. 
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR 
GENEROUS DONATIONS!! 
'l 'he Li brary Story T i m e 
w-ill resume on Pridays at 10:15, 
beginning September 11. 
Parent s and Caregiver s of 
Children 0-3 years ola: I would 
like to hear from those of you who 
would like a program for that 
age child. Nursery Rhrme Time 
was begun a number o years ago 
at parents' request and the time 
has been adjusted over the years 
according to who wanted to come. 
At this point it is time to reassess 
the interest, t he format and the 
schedule. New ideas are welcome. 
Please be in touch in person, by 
AUTO & GOLF CART REPAIRS 
CARPENTRY 
FREIGHT DELIVERY 
TOWING ON AND OFF ISLAND 
PROPERTY CARETAKING 
207 .41 5.4925 
anything@callpaulbodges.com 
Online Wot'k 0n1..- / Quote Request at 
www,callpaulbridges.com 
CALL PAUL 
Colt m~. I con do onythmg. 
September 1009 
COMMUNITYNOT£S,frompa9,21 
Brackett Chureh: Sunday 
Worship at 10 a.m., with Sunday 
School and childcare; Thursday evening 
Taize Worship is Sept. 24 at 7 p.m. 
Wednesdays, stop by and shop al the 
thrift shop from 2 pm to 5 pm or drop 
ofT gently used clothes and household 
goods. Contact Mary LaYendier for more 
info 766-2371. Thursdaysat tO am, come 
to the parsonage for study group. Prayer 
Shawl Ministry meets Thursdays from 
I pm to 3 pm al Wally Fischer's, 238 
Brackett A,·c. All arc welcome. Call A n.n 
Hinderer 766-2636 or Rebecca Stephans, 
653-9093 for more info, 
Special events at Brackett Church include 
Open Mic and Dessert Night , 
Friday, Sept. 18, 7:30 p.m. Bring your 
sloric~, your music, your poetry, and 
your appetites Contact Bill Hinderer for 
more info 766-2636. Church supper, 
Thursday, Sept. 24, 5-7 p.m. Pa.<ta Night 
with salad and dc,sert. Free and open to 
all. 
Rrackeu Memorial United Methodist 
Church, 9 Church Street, Peaks Island, 
Maine. Pastor: Rev. Desi L1rson; 207 766 
501 l; www.brackettmumc.or9 
l >ea.ks _ffi7.1 vi ro111nentaJ 
Action 'I ean, will have no 
regular monthly meeting because the 
first Monday in September is Labor Day. 
The Community Garden committee, 
however, meets on Vvednesday Sept. 16 
at 6:30 p.m. at 20 Lower A St. to plan 
our first Fall workday at Trott-Littlejohn 
Park. lf you'd like to attend the meeting 
or to join us for composting and fence-
building, please check our website, www. 
grte11erpeaks.org/community garden for 
derails 
( ' l i 11i;1,te & E n e J'g y 
Pr<'S('Jltation Tuesday, Sept. 
22 at 7 p.m, Andrew Kahl of Repower 
America will speak on Climate and 
Energy legislation currently before the 
U.S. Senate at the MacVane Community 
Center. 
He.altl1 Center The Peaks Island 
Health Center, an lnterMcd site, is open 
on Tuesdays and Fridays from 9:30 am to 
2:30 pm, and is staffed by Adult Nurse 
Practitioner and Peaks Island resident, 
Lois Tiedeken. 
On Wednesdays, it is open from 10 am 
to 4 pm, and is staffed by l(;tty Gilbert, a 
Family Nurse Practitioner who can treat 
children as well as adults. The Health 
Center offers blood work and acute care 
for residents who have other primary 
care providers. We are happy to accept 
new patients. Please call 766-2929 for 
appointments and further information. 
Flu Rltot.s to Rhulents 
Portland's public school nurses will 
team up with health care providers 
to offer free, seasonal flu shots to all 
children in the district this fall. The 
Maine Center for Disease Control 
recommends that all children receive 
im,nuni'Mtion against the seasonal flu. 
The Portland Public Schools will send 
permission slips home with children in 
early September. Clinics will be held at 
each school between October 5 and 16 to 
administer the shots. More details about 
the flu shots and a copy of the permission 
slip can be found on the district's Web 
site (www.portlanduhool,.org). 
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This is the first time that the Portland 
Public Schools has provided free flu 
shots to all students. T he shots are one 
of several measures being taken to help 
present the spread of seasonal flu and 
HlNl virus, also known as swine flu. 
Contact Amanda Rowe, School Nurse 
Coordinator/ Portland Public Schools at 
rowea@portlaodschools.org, or call (207) 
939-4756. 
,veigbt rl'raining Monday, 
and Thursdays from 5 pm to 6 pm in the 
Community Room, with simple ankle and 
hand weight$ for strength training and to 
encourage strong bones. CaU Rhonda (2483) 
for more information, 
A.dult Wo1nen's Se l f 
Defense Course Saturdoy,Scpt. 
12 and 19, 8:JOam to 12:00pm at Buckett 
Memorial Uoit<:<l Methodht Church; Raise 
your a"•',lTcncss, enhance your safoty skill!> 
and di~<·over strength~ you never kne\, you 
had! Sliding fee scale S25 to $50 Fnr more 
lnformalion call 2 32-048i1 or \'isit: wwn·. 
pre,•cntit>nactionchan9e.com 
Alumnae! ff you've taken a ro\tN<.' frqm Ill 
in the pa~t I join u.s on Sept. 19 lor a d,ance to 
re\•ie" and further e-nhance your self ckfon(;,c 
practice. For more informaifon ~II Clara at 
232-0484, 
REG TO NAL 
l\fETRO Ba<'k to School 
Sp<'Ci11l8 - Student Fare Cards: 
Discounted fares available to K-12 
students for 2009/2010 school year 
Students can ride METRO for 50 cents 
with a METRO Student Fare Card 
from September to June 26, 2010. Fare 
cards available at schools beginning 
in September. 
College Students Ride Free: with 
TD in September. Students attending 
Andover College, Maine College 
of Art (MECA), SALT institute for 
Documentary Studies, Southern 
Maine Community College (SMCC), 
University of Southern Maine (USM) 
and University of New England 
(UNE) ride FREE with ID from now 
throu~h September 30. 
Holiday Updates: No Bus Service 
L1bor Day--Monday, September 7. 
Franklin Str<'<'t Rrocsign 
FOTlllU Wednesday, Sept. 2 the 
Franklin Street Study Committee will 
be holding a Public Evaluation Forum at 
the Merrill Auditorium Rehearsal Hall 
behind City Hall from 6pm to 8pm. 
This will be an important opportunity 
to learn more about the study process and 
the design options that the committee 
will be advancing to the next phase of 
the Franklin Study process. Your input 
will help guide the study as it moves into 
the analysis phase, and ensure that final 
design best reflects the goals and values 
of our community. 
PRESUMPSCOT 
WATER TAXI ·.· 
DAYTIME RATES 
Peaks Island 
Little & Great Diamond 
Long Is. & Diamond Cove 
Cliff & Chebeague Is. 






Frequent Rider Program 
Pay for five rides 
get your sixth free! 
THE YELLOW BOATS 
ACROSS FROM CASCO B~ Y L l X M,<; 
PRESUMPSCOTWATERTAX.I.COM 
Captain Ben Ga,jield 
Inshore-Offshore Fishing 
Striped Bass, Blues, Sharks 
(H) 207-799-1339 (Cell) 207-232-1678 
P.OBox 10541,Portland,ME 04104 www.gofishmaine.com 
Next Issue 
Looking Back 
Wedont get the chance to publish many obituaries in this paper, 
probably because we publish monthly, but enough people have 
complained that we decided to briefly mention everyone we have 
recordsofinrhecommunitywhodiedlastyear,toremembertheir 
lives as best we can. 
Since Halloween celebrates the dead, we thoughtOct0berwould be 
the appropriate month to do this. Our records may not be complete, 










Room and ball 
rentals& 
tows 
Come far a awesome Stay or tour 
13 Eglltb Maine Ave. Pcalcs Island, ME 04108 otf Ponlaod 
(207)766-5086 • www.eiphmamc.can 
eigbdunainebos1@att.~t 
ASHM() R F R EALT't 
J~ A:,..> H AL t't~rl 
-~ -
Fiftlt Jfaint Rtgimtlll Must.um 
4$ Seashort Ani·nut. 
P.O. Box4l 
Ptaks Island, Moi11e 04108 
A Mu.«,um of Civil War & l'eaks Island History 
Open Memorial Day thru Columbus Day 
director@fifthmainemustum.org 
207-7~-3330 www.fifthmainemuseum.org 
Shall we take our bikes? 41 ludw~ 








NAILS & SA L ON 
NAILS .. HAIR . WA>oNG 
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE • FREE EASY PAAKING 
Th• month.I of S.pt•mk,. & Octobff .•• 
• Tuesday. $18 Mlnlcui, & Plildiwrci 
• ,,_rt)' o,f four .$f)4'cial 10% o ff 207.773.7999 
OPEN Hon-Sat 9 a..m-7p.m 290 Conaress St 
(Neitt to lt,.re, lvd PhomiOQ' o, tM bottom Q( M~l'lflOY Ml) 
Massage & Rebalancing: 
' 
Prescott H. Paine Kripalu Bodyworker 
I 
207.615.3296 penksmassagcla}mac.coru J 
ISIANDTIMES 
2008 Island Phone Directory 
Coverillt 7 Casco Bay Islands 
Available onllne at 
www.phonebookpubUsbing,com, 
and The BoathOUBe/LOng Island, 
Hannlgan's Island Marke~ and 
GBM GaUsry /Peaks. FM! or 
wholesale opportunities 
call 766-6997. 
r---W- H~E -0--0- G----- ~ 
~CAMP.M---
. 




for more info; 
www.wholedogcamp.com 
CALL FOR (.URR(N r 
S(H(DVll or (LA>Sll 
766 . 3017 
ALSO OFFERING 
PRIVATE YOGA LEsSONS 
PARTNER YOGA 
lilAUNG TOU(H 
SOURCE YOUR CONTENTMENT FROM WITHIN 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . : . .... • . . . . . . .. . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . 
Take a Peak 
52 lsl,nd Avenut 
Pcab Island, Maine 04108 
~'"'*"'•'"·=·· ~ ...,.,. uh 1,1c.!Li. bnJ.,c» . ,' ·-~. 
Maur-.a Oupcy- ownc-r ~ : 






P EG A STARITA 
www pegspotsetc.com 
207·766-5997 astar!laa>matne.t t com 
SI Woods Roa d. Peaks Islan d . M l: 04108 
.. ~~~-x~~~~ecr. 
EXPLORE SEA KAYAKING 
Peaks lslan4. Casco !lily iln4 lleyon4! 
Kay~lc. ~lcs, l nstrodion & Ttips fur ~II abiliH.,. 
766-2373 www.maindslan4k.iyak.com 
September 2009 




591 Island Avenue Peaks Island, ME 04108 
(207) 766-2026 
Jkiely1@maine.rr.com 
G(NDV,I. c1o11•unwr FINIIN CAAl'EN'f~'I' 
IOTOIOISI IA-Jffl OOOM/ wuc>ows 
1118'0!)(1.I NPAllt IAANIA"'° 6 







to the Boat 
30S C<,m,.,,..rC>ol '1kt 
T°'I F.-ee .. 
..• 874-0937 
1-.$88-5"'1 -3,915 
~pNli@rn.ne." Q)!TI Emo,1 
Painting / Carpentry 
Peter "Stack" Stackhouse 
Free estimates 
:207-899-3770 
Spcc:.l1tlb.mg ln older cot~gcs J( Yoo don't prep it won' , la.st _ 
EAN KAMP 
House Painting 
Interior & Exterior 
P.O. Box63 
Pea/cs Island, Moine 04108 
Cell: 653-7042 
Andrea Davis 
941.961.893¼ cell peaksbeads@vmail.com 
IO Island Avenue Peaks island.Maine 01108 
ISLAND., . .:, TIMES ·----·---.. 
Put Your Business Card Here 
for J Year only $240 
visit www.islandtimes.or9 to s,c how 
orcall 650-30!6 
